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Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is one of the classical topics in electrochemistry which has 
been investigated for several decades. ORR, a notoriously sluggish cathodic process, requires an 
electrocatalyst to improve its kinetics. Platinum is well-known as the best catalyst for ORR. However, 
due to its high cost, many kinds of catalyst such as non-precious-metal-based catalysts (metal oxide, 
metal alloy and M-N-C) and metal-free catalysts (nitrogen doped carbon) have been studied as 
replacements for platinum. These studies on catalyst development commonly focus on significant 
generation of active sites. In this dissertation, dual polymer/oxide electrocatalytic system is presented, 
which further improves catalytic activity by adding the polymers that interact with the oxygen, not 
active site of oxides. The additional components act as co-catalysts by simultaneously participating in 
ORR with the original catalyst. The double activation of oxygen intermediates in the dual 
electrocatalytic system reduces adsorption energies of intermediates compared to a single catalytic 
system. Dual electrocatalysis achieved by simply mixing metal oxide particles (original catalyst) with 
polymers (additional catalyst) is one of the most efficient and easiest ways to improve the catalytic 
activity of cost-efficient catalysts to match the level of precious metal catalysts. 
Firstly, perovskite oxides were investigated as a catalyst for ORR. Perovskite is a good model 
for the basic investigation of electrocatalysis because their physical properties, especially electrical 
conductivities, can be dynamically controlled with their composition and stoichiometry. Controlling 
conductive environment surrounding active sites, achieved by more conductive catalysts (providing 
internal electric pathways) or higher carbon content (providing external electric pathways), contributes 
to presenting the conductivity-dependent trend of the number of electron transfer in ORR. 
Then, the perovskite catalysts were studied in presence of polypyrrole (pPy), which is the first 
additional catalyst considered for ORR. Nitrogen-containing electrocatalysts such as metal-nitrogen-
carbon (M-N-C) composites and nitrogen-doped carbons are known to exhibit high activities for ORR. 
Even if the mechanism by which nitrogen improves the activities is not completely understood, strong 
electronic interaction between nitrogen and active sites has been found in these composites. In this work, 
I demonstrate a case in which nitrogen improves electroactivity, but in the absence of strong interaction 
with other components. The overpotentials of ORR and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) on perovskite 
oxide catalysts were significantly reduced by simply mixing the catalyst particles with 
polypyrrole/carbon composites (pPy/C). Any strong interactions between pPy (a nitrogen-containing 
compound) and active sites of the catalysts were not confirmed, but interaction between secondary 
amine(N-H) of pPy and oxygen was observed. 
 
To activate oxygen and other intermediates, a series of the secondary amine conjugated 
polymers (HN-CPs) was tested with three different cobalt-based electrocatalysts (CoO, Co3O4, and 
LiCoO2). In this work, the synergistic electrocatalysis of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was 
successfully demonstrated by showcasing the significantly improved kinetics of ORR. The electron 
donation number of the HN-CPs to diatomic oxygen (δ in O2δ-) described the order of activity 
improvement by polypyrrole (pPy) > polyaniline (pAni) > polyindole (pInd). The maximum 
overpotential gain at ~150 mV was achieved by using pPy, characterized by the highest δ. In the 
mechanism, the activated diatomic oxygen species (O2δ-) was transferred to the active site of 
electrocatalysts, while maintaining interaction with NH-CPs. As ORR proceeded along the mechanistic 
pathway following *OO → *OOH → *O → *OH → *OO (the surface intermediates on catalyst), 
the proton of the HN-CP was transferred to the single oxygen surface species (*O). The kinetic gains 
were obtained in the surface single oxygen formation step (*OOH to *O) at the equilibrium potential 
and the proton transfer step (*O to *OH) at a biased potential by the dual catalysis, when compared 
with the conventional electrocatalysis in the absence of OA (RDS = the surface peroxide formation step 
of *OO to *OOH).    
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1.1 Oxygen Reduction Reaction 
 
Oxygen (O2) is an abundant resource in nature. The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is very 
important as it serves as the working principle of many energy conversion systems such as fuel cells 
and metal-air batteries. The ORR, especially in aqueous media, is mainly classified into two pathways 
depending on the number of electrons transferred (Scheme 1): 1) direct 4-electron pathway from O2 to 
water (H2O in acid) or hydroxide ion (OH- in alkaline). and 2) 2-electron pathway from O2 to hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2 in acid, HO2- in alkaline). By receiving additional two electrons after 2-electron pathway, 
the indirect 4-electron pathway is possible. In organic or strong alkaline media, one more pathway is 
considered: 3) 1-electron pathway from O2 to superoxide O2-.  
 
 
Scheme 1. Mechanism of Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). 
Thermodynamic potentials of ORR at standard conditions in different media are given as 
follows (Table 1). The potentials of ORR in organic media are not mentioned because these show 






Table 1. Standard formal potential of ORR.1 
Media ORR E0(V) 
Acid Media 
O2 + 4H
+ +  4e− → 2H2O 1.229 
O2 + 2H
+ +  2e− → H2O2 0.70 
Alkaline Media 
O2 + 2H2O +  4e
− → 4OH− 0.401 
O2 + H2O +  2e
− → HO2
− +  OH− -0.065 
Organic Media 




− +  e− → O2
2− - 
 
Due to its relatively high thermodynamic potential, ORR has been used as a cathodic process 
in many energy conversion systems. The energy systems are defined by which reactions are applied as 
a counterpart of ORR. The fuel cells are operated by using hydrogen oxidation reduction as a 
counterpart for ORR, and metal-air batteries are designed by using metal oxidation as an anode. There 
are many kinds of fuel cells depending on the type of electrolyte: Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC), Phosphoric 
Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC), Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC), Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), and 
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC). The operating temperature, which is a function of the 
physical properties of electrolytes is the distinguishable characteristic of fuel cells. The metal-air 
batteries typically include zinc-air (Zn-Air) and lithium-air (Li-Air) batteries. Zinc-Air has the 
advantage that it can operate in aqueous solutions, While Li-Air has the advantage of a high theoretical 
voltage because lithium has a low oxidation potential. However, its physical properties are very unstable 
and the products are irreversible, and hence, it is currently in the research stage for commercialization. 






Table 2. Working potentials of ORR-related energy conversion system.2 
System Anode Cathode Overall ΔE(V) 
Fuel cell H2 → 2H
+ + 2e− O2 + 4H





Zn +  4OH− → 2Zn(OH)4
2−
+  2e− 
Zn(OH)4
2−
→ ZnO + H2O
+ 2OH−  
+  2e− 
O2 + 2H2O +  4e














In these energy conversion systems, the working voltages are practically limited by ORR 
because of their slow kinetics (exceptionally, mass transfer of O2- ions in solid electrolyte is a rate 
determining step in SOFC). Therefore, research on improving ORR kinetics is ongoing to implement 
highly efficient energy conversion systems. 
As environmental issues grow, the importance of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is increasing day 
by day. In addition to daily uses of H2O2 such as bleaching, detergent, H2O2, which is decomposed to 
hydroxyl radical (OH·), removes organic contaminants by advanced oxidation processes (AOPs). 
Recently, the electrochemical production of H2O2, which can replace industrial anthraquinone processes, 
has been illuminated. Achieving high selectivity of H2O2 within a plurality of products is a key point of 
electrochemical synthesis.3 In order to bias peroxide generation, it is necessary not only to improve the 
kinetics of the ORR but also adopt a new strategic approach. If the kinetics of front steps based on the 
peroxide intermediate are relatively improved, while limiting the kinetics of the rear steps, high 





1.2 Kinetics of Oxygen Reduction Reaction 
 
As mentioned in previous chapter, improving the sluggish kinetics of ORR is very important 
for the applicable energy devices. Theoretically, it is ideal for the potential of ORR to be as close to the 
thermodynamic reversible potential. The reaction rate of an electrochemical reaction, Oxy + ne- ↔ Red, 
is represented by current, which is varies in terms of overpotential. The current as function of 








Where i is the current density of ORR, η is the overpotential, i0 is the exchange current 
density, α is the transfer coefficient, n is the number of electron transferred at the rate determining step, 
F is the faradaic constant, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature. 
In this equation, the exchange current, which represents the reaction rate at overpotential is 0, 




Where i0 is the exchange current density, F is the faradaic constant, k0 is the rate constant, Coxy 
and Cred are concentrations of oxidized and reduced electrochemical species, and α is transfer 
coefficient. 
The exchange current is associated with the concentrations of electroactive species and the 






In this equation, the kinetic constant is related to activation energy, which is an intrinsic 
property of the electrochemical reaction. The electrochemical reactions with low activation energy are 
beneficial for generating large current densities. The one method to reduce the activation energy without 





1.3 Electrocatalysts for Oxygen Reduction Reaction 
 
ORR electrocatalysis is a heterogeneous catalysis. Various electrochemical catalysts have been 
investigated for decades to improve ORR kinetics. The electrocatalytic activities are dependent on the 
element playing the role of an active site. The main trend is to change the electronic structures of active 
sites to improve electrocatalytic activities. Moreover, because electrocatalysis is a surface reaction, 
morphologies of catalyst materials have been controlled to maximize electrochemical surface area 
(ECSA). It is also important to maintain this maximized activity for a long lifetime. For this purpose, 
research has been conducted to find an optimized catalytic system with high stability and high 
performance. The catalysts studied can be classified into three categories: precious-metal-based 
catalysts, non-precious metal-based catalysts, and metal-free catalysts. 
The activities of the catalysts and their cost has an approximately inverse relation in ORR. 
Platinum is a representative precious-metal catalyst, which shows the highest electrocatalytic activity 
with direct 4-electron transfer in ORR. Palladium (Pd) and Iridium (Ir) are catalysts, which show 
slightly lower activity than Pt but show high performance. A variety of bimetallic Pt catalysts (Pt-M) 
have been reported to reduce the proportion of the expensive Pt in the catalyst system, while maintaining 
or further enhancing its high activity. In this bimetallic catalyst, Pt still acts as an active site and its 
catalytic activity is enhanced by changes in electronic structure caused by other adjacent metals. 
The interest is largely driven by the aim to find effective and efficient electrocatalysts that do 
not depend on precious metals such as Pt and Pd. As non-precious metal catalysts for ORR, numerous 
transition metal-based materials such as oxides, carbides, and nitrides have been reported. Metal-
Nitrogen-Carbon complexes (M-N-C) are a representative example, inspired by bio-catalysts. The 
initial work was based on the biomimetic approach using Fe and Co porphyrins and phthalocyanines. 
While these materials exhibited some electrocatalytic activity, they were limited by short lifetimes. In 
an effort to overcome this limitation, numerous investigators pursued the use of Fe and Co composites 
with nitrogen doped carbons (N doped carbon). In many cases, the nitrogen doped carbons were derived 
from polypyrrole and related materials. Upon high temperature pyrolysis, polypyrrole yielded nitrogen 
doped carbons, which, in turn, could bind transition metals such as Co and Fe. These composites 





Without combining with transition metals, N doped carbon is noted as an innovative metal-
free catalyst, which exhibits high activity in ORR. It includes carbon materials such as graphene, 
fullerene, porous carbon, and carbon nanotubes. The active sites, carbon atoms that naturally present in 
the oxidized state, are reduced in the process of electrochemical redox reaction. The reduced carbon 
atoms are required in the re-oxidized state upon oxygen adsorption. The catalytic activity for ORR of 
N doped carbon arises from the improvement of oxygen adsorption due to the change in the charge 
density of the carbon atoms adjacent to N (Scheme 2a). It was reported that doping of heterogeneous 
atoms could change the oxygen adsorption mode from end-on adsorption (Pauling model, associative 
mechanism) to side-on adsorption (Yeager model, dissociative mechanism).  
There are different types of nitrogen in N-doped carbon: 1) pyridinic N (bonded to two carbon 
atoms), 2) graphitic N (bonded to three carbons), 3) pyrrolic N (bonded to two carbon and one hydrogen 
atoms). The type of N mainly generating the active sites is still not clear. Recently, the carbon atoms 
adjacent to the pyridinic N were suggested as active sites in acidic conditions (Scheme 2b). 
 
 
Scheme 2. (a) Charge density distribution in N-doped carbon nanotubes.4 (b) Schematic pathway for 





1.4 Linear Scaling Relationship 
 
In terms of ORR, extensive efforts to find high active catalysts have been exerted. Although 
many catalysts have been studied so far, no catalysts with higher performance than Pt have been found.  
The theoretical approach using the density functional theory (DFT) coupled with the kinetics 
of electrocatalytic reaction has led to a reasonable understanding of volcano plots for catalytic activity 
(Scheme 3a). Volcano plots are represented by the linear relationship between the adsorption energies 
of different intermediates on the electrocatalysis (linear scaling relationship, Scheme 3b).6 Breaking 
this linear correlation of intermediates is crucial to develop highly active electrocatalysts in ORR, even 
in electrochemical reactions. 
 
Scheme 3. (a) Volcano plots. Trends of ORR activities of metal catalysts plotted as a function of the O 
binding energy. (b) The dependencies of O and OH binding energy. Activity as the function of O and 
OH binding energy.6 
 
There are have been several attempts to overcome the drawbacks of linear scaling relationships. 
Considering the catalysts studied so far, it is possible to find a solution in the complexity of the catalyst 
material. Pérez-Ramírez et al, graded the catalysts by complexity and compared it with the degree of 





Scheme 4. The cone timeline of breaking linear-scaling relationships strategies.7 
 
In terms of complexity, metal-only systems such as metal nanoparticles and metal alloys are 
located at the lowest level. In the second level of complexity, there are heteroatom doped systems such 
as metal single atoms in other metals, high entropy alloys, and p-block doped catalysts. The third level 
is formed by dynamically assisted catalytic systems such as ligand modification systems, 
organometallic systems, single atoms of the carbon matrix, and polaron-assisted catalytic systems. The 
highest level includes external field assisted catalytic system, introduction of light, mechanical or 







1.5 Dual Electrocatalysis 
 
Dual catalysis is a potential method to break linear scaling relationships for achieving high 
activities in electrocatalysis, if the additional active site in dual active site system is selectively 
interacted with intermediates. The concept of dual catalysis has been well investigated in the field of 
organo-catalysis, catalytic chemical transformation by homogeneous chemo-catalysts. Appropriately 
formulated cocktails of multiple catalysts have often shown improved catalytic activities superior to the 
corresponding single catalyst systems.8 Proposed mechanisms responsible for the improvement 
included either (1) associative activation (or double activation catalysis for dual catalysts, Scheme 5b), 
(2) dissociative activation in series (or cascade catalysis, Scheme 5c) or (3) dissociative activation in 
parallel (or synergistic catalysis, Scheme 5d). In the associative or double activation of reactant and/or 
intermediate molecules, multiple catalysts work towards activating a single species in combination.8-10 
In other words, the single species forms a separate chemical bond to each catalyst: e.g., [catalyst A] – 
intermediate – [catalyst B] where the horizontal lines indicate chemical bonds. 
 
 
Scheme 5. Classification of homogeneous chemo-catalytic system involving two catalysts. (a) 





As a representative example, the dual catalyst system having 
tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0) (or Pd2(dba)3) and chloro(triphenylphosphine)gold(I) (or 
PPh3AuCl) improved the catalytic transformation from alkynes to tri- and tetra-substituted olefins.11 
Cationic gold (Au+) as a Lewis acid clung to the triple bond of alkynes to lower the LUMO energy of 
the alkynes and then, resultantly promoted the backbonding of palladium to the same triple bond. The 




Scheme 6. Proposed mechanism of Gold- and Palladium-cocatalyzed synthesis of Tri- and Tetra-
Substituted Olefin.11 
 
In the field of heterogeneous electro-catalysis, on the other hand, it is difficult to find cases of 
multiple catalysts co-working to improve catalytic activities. Multi-component catalysts such as bi-
metals12, 13, nitrogen-doped carbons4, and perovskite oxides modified by dopants14 do not belong to the 
multiple catalyst systems. The physicochemical nature of the original active sites was changed by 
introducing the second-party elements ensuring that the surface species are still bound to a single active 
site. In other words, a second-party element did not provide the additional active site but changed the 
physicochemical nature of the active site of the original catalyst.  
We found an example of the associative (or double) activation catalysis in electrochemical 
transformation even if the example was not one of a multiple catalyst system. Density function theory 
11 
 
(DFT) calculation expected the catalytic activities of ruthenium oxide for oxygen reduction reaction 
and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) to be improved only if the gap of nanoscopic channels of the 
heterogeneous electrocatalyst could be reduced. When the gap between two surface faces of pores was 
large enough, OOH, as one of the intermediate oxygen species, was attached to either of the surface 
faces: *OOH; the asterisk(*) indicates where the first oxygen atom is attached to an active site. However, 
both faces interacted with the OOH to form two bonds (*OO*H, where two bonds (*O and O*) are 
formed) when the gap becomes narrow enough. Therefore, we consider this work to demonstrate the 
associative activation of a reaction intermediate in a single heterogeneous electro-catalyst system.15 
Herein, we extend the field of dual catalysis from homogeneous chemo-catalysis to 
heterogeneous electro-catalysis. Recently, a dissociative activation catalysis (cascade) using multiple 
heterogeneous electrocatalysts, SnOx/Pt-Cu-Ni, was practically reported to promote ORR.16 However, 
the same for associative activation catalysis has not been reported yet. Inorganic/organic hybrid dual 
catalyst systems were presented in this work as the examples of the associative activation 
electrocatalysis. Cobalt-based oxides were tested as the inorganic electrocatalysts for ORR. A series of 
polymers was introduced as the second-party organic catalysts to participate in the ORR process. ORR 
activities of the cobalt-based oxide electrocatalysts were significantly improved by simply mixing the 
inorganic catalyst particles with the organic catalyst. No sophisticated material engineering of catalysts 
was involved in developing the intimate interaction between the active sites of catalysts and the HN-
CPs. Evidences to support the oxide/polymer dual electrocatalysts activated oxygen species in the 






Ⅱ. Conductivity-dependent Completion of Oxygen Reduction on Oxide Catalysts 
 
2.1. Abstract 
Electric-conductivity dependency of the number of electron transfer of oxygen reduction 
reaction is presented. Different from extensive properties of electrochemical reactions, intensive 
properties such as the number of electron transfer are difficult to be considered conductivity-dependent. 
Four different perovskite oxide catalysts of different conductivities were investigated with carbon 
varying in contents. More conductive environments surrounding active sites, achieved by more 
conductive catalysts (providing internal electric pathways) or higher carbon contents (providing 
external electric pathways), resulted in higher number of electron transfer toward more complete 4e 
reduction of oxygen and also changed the rate-determining steps from two-step 2e process to a single-
step 1e process. The experimental evidences of the conductivity dependency were described by 






Electron conduction to electroactive sites is one of the necessary requirements for 
electrochemical reactions on electrodes in which the electroactive sites were immobilized. The 
statement sounds evident when considering a counter-extreme case that an active site embedded in an 
insulating matrix would not work for electrochemical reactions. Introducing conducting materials such 
as carbon particles to electrodes has been proved helpful as a support for electrocatalysts in fuel cells 
(for example, platinum supported by carbon or Pt/C)17-23 and dye-sensitized solar cells24 and as a 
conducting agent for lithium ion battery electrodes25-28. It should be carefully considered which factors 
determining reaction rates or currents are affected by the electron pathway development increasing 
electron conduction throughout electrodes. Increasing number of electroactive sites (as an extensive 
property) connected to the electric pathways is probably the primary reason for the reaction rate 
improvement.29, 30 Decrease in ohmic loss leading to macroscopic potential drop is the following 
reason.31, 32 On the other hand, it is not clear for the electron conduction to affect intrinsic and intensive 
parameters characterizing electron transfer reactions. Rather, it is difficult to imagine that the standard 
rate constant (ko in k = ko exp(-αnFη/RT) from Butler-Volmer equation; not exchange current io) and 
the number of electron transfer (n) on each active site change with more conductive environments.33 In 
this work, we demonstrate the case where the intrinsic parameters of electron transfer varies by tuning 
electron conduction. The intrinsic and intensive parameters of interest here, which are independent of 
the number of active sites, are the number of electron transfer for overall process (noverall) and rate-





2.3. Results and Discussion 
 
 
Figure 1. Mechanism of ORR & Conductivities of perovskite catalysts. (a) Four one-electron 
elementary steps constituting ORR on metal active sites (M) of metal oxide catalysts. Solid and dashed 
arrows with e- indicate the directions of external and internal electron transfer from potentiostats and 
the metal active site, respectively. Blue and red colored elements come from electrolyte (0.1 M KOH 
(aq)) and dissolved oxygen, respectively. Oxidation numbers were indicated on top of the corresponding 
atoms. (b) Electrical conductivities () of perovskite oxide catalysts in Arrhenius plots. Inset: Linear 





Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was selected as a model system because its noverall, which is 
determined by peroxide formation, varies between 2 and 4. The values are determined by configuration 
of oxygen adsorption depending on nature of active sites of catalysts: 4e for bidentate adsorption versus 
2e for end-on (monodentate) configuration on platinum catalysts.34-39 ORR especially by oxide catalysts 
consists of four one-electron (1e) elementary steps in series with four surface species on active sites 
along a turnover track: -OH- → -OO2- → -OOH- → -O2- → -OH- (Figure 1a).34, 40, 41 Dioxygen molecules 
sit on metal atoms (M) of metal oxide catalysts via the monodentate configuration. The bond breakage 
of O-O of the surface peroxide (the 2e transfer product formed after the second step in Figure 1a) at 
step 3 is the step determining whether the overall reaction goes via 2e or 4e electron transfer. 4e transfer 
would be more encouraged if the peroxide intermediate were able to stay on the active sites (M) long 
enough to go forward to the next species before desorption or if the rate of the steps after the peroxide 
formation (steps 3 and 4) were faster than that of the previous steps (steps 1 and 2). 
 
 
Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of oxide electrocatalysts (BSCFO, LSCO and NBSCO). The 





Perovskite oxides, recently highlighted as catalysts for oxygen reduction and evolution,40, 41, 
44-56 are the materials proper for investigating the conductivity dependency of intrinsic parameters of 
ORR because of possible variation of their conductivities. To investigate the conductivity dependency 
of noverall and nRDS, four different perovskite oxide catalysts having different electron conductivities were 
prepared: Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3; BSCFO) at less than 0.4 S cm-1 as its room-temperature electron 
conductivity (σRM); La0.8Sr0.2CoO0.79 (LSCO) at 1000 S cm-1; NdBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O5+δ with δ = 0.9 and 
0.93 (NBSCO0.9 and NBSCO0.93) at 5400 and 6200 S cm-1, respectively (Figure 1b). BSCFO and LSCO 
are simple cubic perovskites (ABO3; A = alkaline and/or rare earth metals, B = transition metals) while 
NBSCOs are double perovskites having alternative layers of different A site elements (Ba (or Sr) and 
Nd) (Figure 2). Metallic conduction of the highly conductive NBSCO is explained by their narrow 
direct band gaps (Egap) between valence bands (VB) extended above Fermi level (EF) and conduction 
bands (CB)57 (Figure 3 with detailed discussion; calculation details in Experimental). On the contrary, 
the poorly conductive counterpart BSCFO showed indirect band gaps characterizing semi-metals and 
leading to wide direct band gaps. 
Degree of ORR completion, indicated by noverall, is an important parameter to describe the ORR 
as a series reaction. The overall current relevant to ORR, which is measured on the disk compartment 
of rotating ring-disk electrodes (RRDEs), does not result only from the complete reduction of oxygen 
to hydroxide ions via four-electron (4e; noverall = 4) transfer pathway (O2 + 2H2O + 4e- → 4OH-)58. Two-
electron (2e; noverall = 2) transfer pathway (O2 + H2O + 2e- → HO2- + OH-) is partly responsible for the 
ORR current, not completing a turnover of ORR but generating peroxide as an intermediate product. 
The intermediate HO2- was detected by ring electrodes oxidizing the peroxide to oxygen at +0.4 V so 
that noverall was calculated by comparing between the currents of the disk and ring electrodes (Figure 
6a). Interestingly, the noverall values (or noverall as their average) were estimated higher on more conductive 
catalyst layers (Figure 4a-b). We controlled the electric conduction via internal and external pathways 
by using catalysts of different conductivities and increasing carbon contents in electrodes. At a fixed 
carbon content (5 wt. % carbon as a representative), 4e ORR processes were more encouraged by more 
conductive internal electric pathways resulting from higher conductivities of catalysts: noverall was 
estimated at 3.9 for the most conductive NBSCO0.93 versus at 3.25 for the least conductive BSCFO. 
However, the difference of noverall between catalysts became smaller as the carbon contents increased 
(Figure 4a-b). The more amounts of carbon developed higher number of external electric pathways 
with shorter electron travelling length, approaching noverall to 4. With 50 wt. % carbon, therefore, there 





Figure 3. Electronic structures of double and simple perovskites. (a) Calculated model systems: 
NdBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O6 as NBSCO, La0.75Sr0.25Co2O6 as LSCO, and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 as BSCFO. (b) 








Figure 4. ORR. (a) Voltammograms of disk current of ORR in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (10 
mV sec-1) on 1600 rpm. 5 wt. % carbon was used for BSCFO, LSCO and NBSCO (Loading density, L 
= 0.8 mg total cm-2 with total = oxide + carbon). 80 wt. % carbon was used with Pt (L = 0.4 mg total 
cm-2). Refer to Figure 5 for other carbon compositions with the perovskite oxide catalysts. (b) Number 
of electron transfer for overall processes (noverall). The values of noverall were calculated from currents on 
disk and ring electrodes along cathodic scan at the same rpm used in (a) during ORR. Its average values 
(noverall) were calculated by averaging noverall values at 0.33 V and 0.53 V. (c) Number of electron transfer 
for rate determining step (nRDS). The values of nRDS were calculated from Tafel slopes (b) by using the 
relationship: b = 60 mV dec-1/ (nRDS α) where transfer coefficient (α) was assumed to be 0.5. A single 
catalyst particle (yellow circle) surrounded by multiple carbon black (black circles) were schematically 






Figure 5. Voltammograms of disk (a to d) and ring (a’ to d’) currents of ORR in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at 
cathodic scan (10 mV sec-1) on 1600 rpm in the presence of perovskite oxide catalysts (Loading density, 
L = 0.8 mg total cm-2 with total = oxide + carbon; disk area = 0.1256 cm2). Background currents were 
presented in the presence of nitrogen without oxygen (grey solid lines). The background currents were 





Figure 6. The effects of local potential distribution nearby the active sites on noverall. (a) Potential 
dependency of noverall. The critical overpotentials (ηc) at which the noverall dramatically decreases were 
indicated. (b) BSCFO and NBSCO as representative examples of less versus more conductive catalysts, 
respectively. Overpotential (η) gradients are decreasingly developed along a direction away from the 




The conductivity-dependent contribution of 4e or 2e process to the overall currents on the 
perovskite oxide catalysts could be understood from the viewpoint of effective potential localized 
nearby active sites. The values of noverall (c.f. noverall is the average value of the noverall between 0.33 V 
and 0.53 V) depended on overpotential (η) (Figure 6a): the higher η (or the more negative potential) 
resulted in the larger noverall. Even if the overpotential dependency trend was consistent over all samples, 
the critical overpotential (ηc) at which the noverall began to decrease dramatically shifted in the direction 
to higher η (or more negative potential) from 0.65 V to 0.52 V with decreasing carbon contents in the 
most resistive BSCFO. However, more conductive catalysts (LSCO and NBSCO) showed no significant 
change in ηc with carbon contents except of 0 wt. % C. It indicates that more resistive situations caused 
by resistive catalysts and/or small carbon contents have ohmic potential drop developed and require 
higher overpotential to complete the 4e reaction.    
Based on the overpotential dependency of noverall, the catalytically active sites of low-
conductivity perovskite catalysts (e.g., BSCFO) can be schematically categorized into fully and less 
polarized sites (Figure 6b). Both sites benefit from the kinetic gain by the catalytic activation energy 
reduction. The fully polarized sites, experiencing high η and completing the 4e pathway, are physical 
points at which electric pathways provided by carbon meet the catalyst surface with the chemical species 
including O2. They are found nearby the contact points between carbon black and catalyst. The less 
polarized sites, on the BSCFO surface without contact to external electric pathway or far from the 
contact points between carbon and catalyst, experience small η for ORR in the catalyst-side space 
charge region nearby the electrolyte-catalyst interface due to the resistive electron pathways throughout 
BSCFO to them. Therefore, peroxide ions are significantly produced from the less polarized sites before 
completing the overall 4e turnover probably because the small η causes the rate of the steps after the 
peroxide formation (steps 3 and 4) to be kinetically slow (Figure 1a). The surface peroxide is desorbed 
kinetically when its stay on an active site is longer than its possible retention time. The discussion is 
supported by the experimental fact that higher carbon contents of BSCFO-based electrodes increased 
noverall from 3.25 with 5 wt. % carbon to 3.8 with 50 wt. % carbon (Figure 4b). On the other hand, all 
active sites of our highly conductive NBSCO have η high enough to proceed ORR efficiently along the 
4e pathway with high noverall values even at low carbon contents. Insignificant change in noverall value 
with increasing carbon contents supports that electrons are supplied to the surface efficiently through 






Figure 7. Tafel plots of ORR polarization: solid lines = all experimental data; symbols = data points 






In addition to noverall as a measure of ORR completion, nRDS provides information on the 
number of electron transfer not for the overall ORR process but specifically for RDS.59-62 Its values are 
calculated from Tafel equation (Figure 7): η = a + b log i where a = ln io /(α nRDS f) and b = -2.3 /(α nRDS 
f) with f = F/RT (Supporting information for glossary of symbols). The ORR was assumed to be 
symmetric, that is to say, α = 0.5 to obtain nRDS.63 Interestingly, nRDS changed with electrode conductance 
depending on catalyst conductivities as well as carbon contents (Figure 4c). The most conductive 
double perovskites (NBSCO0.9 and NBSCO0.93) showed small values of nRDS closer to 1 rather than 2 
(less than 1.5) for all carbon contents from 5 wt. % to 50 wt. %. In the medium-conductivity perovskite 
LSCO, on the other hand, its RDS at the lowest carbon content (5 wt. C) was identified more as 2e 
transfer and then the nRDS changed from 2e to 1e around 20 wt. % C. In the least conductive BSCFO, 
the nRDS transition was observed at higher carbon contents from 50 wt. %. That is to say, the more 
conductive catalyst layers are, the closer to 1e process the RDS is.  
Based on experimental facts for noverall and nRDS, therefore, 1e transfer RDS appears to be 
responsible for 4e ORR. The conclusion coincides with what the local electron population scenario says 
as discussed above. Both or either of two elementary steps of 1 and 4 (Figure 1a), each from steps 
before and after peroxide formation, were known to be highly possible RDS.40, 41 In low-conductivity 
catalysts with poorly conductive environments, both of them is thought to be RDSs because nRDS was 
estimated at 2. The latter RDS at step 4 would play a crucial role of peroxide generation by delaying 
forward conversion of surface peroxide to the next surface species. However, there is a single RDS 
(nRDS = 1) with no RDS after the peroxide formation (that is to say, RDS at 1; and nRDS = 1) in highly 
conductive catalysts and even in poorly conductive catalysts surrounded by highly conductive 
environments so that most of oxygen is completely reduced via 4e process. 
From a standpoint of electronic structure, the double perovskites (NBSCO, PBSCO and NBCO) 
had direct band gaps (Egap) whereas the simple perovskite had an indirect band gap. More importantly, 
multiple band states were found above Fermi levels (EF) in the double perovskites, being extended to 
or overlapped directly with valence band states below EF57. Free carriers generated in the extended and 
delocalized states are responsible for metallic conduction. Considering that conduction carrier density 
in metal is proportional to EF3/2, which material has higher conductivity () could be expected from the 
values of EF. The decreasing order of  (Figure 1) follows the same order of EF: NBSCO (EF = 3.153 
eV) > PBSCO (EF = 3.109 eV) > NBCO (EF = 2.207 eV) > BSCFO (EF = 0.732 eV). However, BSCFO 
is semi-metallic unlike the double perovskites. An energy band state (indicated by 1 in b) is not 
overlapped with the extended valence band even if its minimum energy is lower than the maximum 
energy of the topmost band state (2) of the extended valance band. The indirect overlap, characteristic 
of semi-metals, leads to poor conductivities with semi-conductor behavior of temperature dependency 
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of 64. Also, a more dilute density of states of BSCFO than the double perovskites is expected from its 







Material Preparation. Perovskite oxide catalysts (BSCFO, LSCO and NBSCO ) were synthesized by 
sol-gel method. Stoichiometric amounts of precursors (Nd(NO3)3·6H2O, Ba(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2, 
Co(NO3)2·6H2O, Fe(NO3)3•9H2O and La(NO3)3·6H2O) were dissolved in distilled water with proper 
amount of Pluronic F-127. All chemicals were used as received from Aldrich. The solution was dried 
in the oven at 100 oC for one day. The precursor gel was heated up to 300 oC in air. Fine powders 
obtained during the combustion were calcined at 600 oC for 4 h and then annealed in air at 950 oC for 4 
h. For measuring intrinsic electrical conductivity, the powder was pressed into pellets at 5 MPa and 
sintered in air at 1100 oC for 12 h instead of the thermal treatment at 950 oC for 4 h to achieve a relative 
density higher than 95 %. There were no significant differences of crystallographic structures and 
oxygen non-stoichiometry between the powder samples annealed at 950 oC and the pellet samples 
sintered at 1100 oC. The value of  of the as-synthesized NBSCO (NdBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O5+δ with  = 0.9) 
was tuned from 0.9 to 0.93 by thermal treatment at 800 oC for 4hr in oxygen atmosphere.  
Physicochemical characterization. The elemental compositions of perovskite materials were 
characterized by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). Their oxygen 
non-stoichiometry () was measured by iodometric titration.43 The crystallographic structures of 
materials were characterized at a scan rate of 0.6 degree min-1 with the 2θ range of 20 o to 60 o by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD; Rigaku diffractometer D/MAZX 2500V/PC with Cu K  radiation). Electrical 
conductivities were measured in air by a four-point probe configuration. Ag wires as probes were 
connected to samples by Ag paste. The current/voltage was controlled/measured by a potentiostat 
(BioLogic VMP3) in a temperature range of 25 to 700 oC.  
Electrode preparation. Catalyst inks were prepared by dispersing a catalyst and a conducting agent in 
0.45 ml of ethanol, 0.45 ml of isopropyl alcohol and 0.1 ml of 5 wt. % nafion solution (Sigma-Aldrich 
274704). The total amount of the catalyst and the conducting agent was fixed at 20 mg. Carbon black 
(C; Akzo Nobel Ketjenblack 600JD) was used as the conducting agent at 0, 5, 20 and 50 wt. %. 5 ul of 
the catalyst ink was dropped on the disk compartment of ring-disk electrodes. Loading density of the 
composite of catalyst and conducting agent was fixed at 0.8 mg cm-2. For comparison, 20 wt. % 
platinum nanoparticles supported by carbon black (Pt/C; Premetek P10A200) was used as a control. 
Electrochemical characterization. Cyclic and linear sweep voltammograms (CVs and LSVs) were 
obtained on disk and ring electrodes simultaneously by a bipotentiostat (iviumstat, Ivium Technologies). 
Ring-disk electrodes (RRDE) of glassy carbon disk and platinum ring was used as the working electrode 
(disk area = 0.1256 cm2) while a platinum wire and a Hg/HgO electrode were used as the counter and 
reference electrodes respectively. The RRDEs were rotated at various controlled speeds (1600 rpm 
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unless otherwise indicated) by a RRDE controller (ALS RRDE-3A). An aqueous solution of 0.1M KOH 
was used as the electrolyte. ORR polarization curves were obtained on the disk electrode from a 
cathodic sweep from +0.1 V to -0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO) at 10 mV s-1 after five cycles of CVs. The electrolyte 
was saturated by oxygen for ORR while it was purged by nitrogen to measure background currents. 
+0.4 V was applied to the ring electrode to estimate the amount of peroxide generated from the disk 
electrode. The polarization curves were selected at the 5th scan of voltammetry after confirming that the 
voltammograms did not significantly change during the initial ten cycles. The ORR stability of the 
perovskite oxide catalysts used in this work were guaranteed by the long term cycle tests (Figure 8). 
The values of potential were converted from versus Hg/HgO to versus the reversible hydrogen electrode 
(RHE) by: Hg/HgO + 0.929 V = RHE. For the correction, the potential difference between Hg/HgO and 
RHE was measured in a cell where platinum wires were used as the working and counter electrodes in 
a hydrogen-saturated aqueous electrolyte of 0.1 M KOH with Hg/HgO as the reference electrodes. The 
open circuit potential was read at -0.929 V vs. Hg/HgO from a LSV at 1 mV s-1 (Figure 9a). 
 
Figure 8. ORR cyclability test. Disk currents at +0.68 V vs. RHE were recorded along cycles at which 





Figure 9. RHE calibration and Collection efficiency. (a) RHE calibration. Pt wires were used as 
working and counter electrodes while Hg/HgO was used as a reference electrode. The potential was 
swept at 1 mV s-1 in H2-saturated 0.1 M KOH (aq). The open circuit potential was measured at -0.929 
V vs. Hg/HgO. (b) Collection efficiency (N). Fe(CN)63-/ Fe(CN)64- was used as a reversible redox couple 
for the measurement. 
 
 
Number of electron transfer (n). The disk currents (Id or idisk) result from both 4e and 2e ORR 
processes. Hydrogen peroxide (HO2-) is produced only from the 2e ORR process, which is detected on 
the ring electrode (as Ir or iring) by re-oxidizing the hydrogen peroxide. Therefore, both n and the amounts 
of peroxide production (HO2- %) are determined by comparing the values of Id and Ir at the same 
moment via the following equations: 













  (S2) 
where N is the collection efficiency as a measure of a fraction of hydrogen peroxide produced on disk 
electrode to be detected on ring electrode. The value of N for the RRDE we used was measured by using 
10 mM aqueous electrolyte of potassium ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6]) in 0.1M KOH in a three electrode 
configuration (RRDE as the working electrodes, Pt wire as the counter electrode and Hg/HgO as the 
reference). The disk potential was swept from 0.6 V to -0.5 V at various rotating speeds while the ring 
potential was fixed at 0.6V. The N value estimated by the ratio of the limiting ring current to the limiting 
disk current was determined at 0.412 (Figure 9b), which was close to 0.424 that is the theoretically 
calculated value based on the dimension and geometry of our RRDE.  
Simulation models. Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)65 is used to calculate NBSCO 
(NdBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O6), PBSCO(PrBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O6), NBCO(NdBaCo2O6) and 
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BSCFO(Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3) spin-polarized electronic properties in this study. The cell size of 222 
is used for NBSCO, PBSCO and NBCO. The cell symmetry of NBSCO, PBSCO and NBCO is 
P4/MMM. Generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) with Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)66, 67 
functional and ultrasoft pseudopotential68 are used. The Broyden–Flecher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) 
algorithm69 is used for the geometry optimization. NBSCO and PBSCO are optimized with fixed lattice 
parameter and NBCO is optimized with unfixed lattice parameter with 500GPa of compressibility since 
NBCO was made by changing Sr atom to Ba atom in NBSCO. For geometry optimization, convergence 
thresholds for the maximum energy change were set to be 110-5 eV/atom (for fixed lattice) and 510-
5 eV/atom (for unfixed lattice). Convergence thresholds for maximum force, stress, and displacement 
were set to be 0.03 eV/Å, 0.05 GPa, and 0.001 Å, respectively. The energy cutoff was set to be 500 eV 
for the fixed lattice parameter and 400 eV for optimizing lattice parameter. Convergence tolerance for 
the single atomic energy was set to be and 110-5 eV/atom. The sampling of the Brillouin Zone66 was 
done with the Monkhorst-Pack scheme70 and for the integration, the number of k points of 222 were 
used. For BSCFO, the perovskite unit cell was used with the mixed atom method and its symmetry was 
PM3M. Lattice parameters were fixed and other calculation method were same as fixed lattice system 
except for k points set (i.e. 444). 
 
Glossary of Symbols  
▪ Levich equation: iL = 0.62 n F A D O2/3 ω1/2 ν-1/6 CO* 
iL = limiting current; n = overall electron transfer number; F = Faraday constant (96,487Cmol−1); 
A = geometric area of electrodes; D = diffusion coefficient of oxygen; C = concentration of O2 
in the aqueous solution (mol L−1); ν = kinematic viscosity of electrolyte (0.01 cm s−1); ω = 
electrode-rotation rate (rpm). 
 
▪ Tafel equation: η = a + b log i  
a = ln io /(α nRDS f); b = -2.3 /(α nRDS f); f = F/RT; η = overpotential; i = current; io = exchange 
current; nRDS = number of electron transfer in RDS; α = transfer coefficient, R = ideal gas 






In this work, we presented conductivity-dependency of the number of electron transfer for ORR and its 
RDS. Whether electric conduction throughout electrodes is improved internally by using high-
conductivity catalysts or externally by adding conducting agents such as carbon black, completion of 
ORR via 4e transfer was more encouraged in more conductive situations by one-step 1e RDS before 
surface peroxide formation. This is the most direct or the first observation, to the best of our knowledge, 
showing that intensive and intrinsic properties of electrochemical reactions possibly depend on electric 
conduction that have been easily thought to affect extensive properties such as effective amount of 
electroactive sites. From the conclusion, electric conductivities of electrocatalysts should be more 
seriously considered to obtain higher energy densities in electrocatalysis-based energy devices such as 
fuel cells and metal air batteries. 
 
Reproduced in part with permission from D.-G. Lee, et al., Angewandte chemie international edition, 








Nitrogen-containing electrocatalysts such as metal-nitrogen-carbon (M-N-C) composites and nitrogen-
doped carbons are known to exhibit high activities for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Even if the 
mechanism by which nitrogen improve the activities is not completely understood, strong electronic 
interaction between nitrogen and active sites has been found in these composites. Herein, we 
demonstrate a case in which nitrogen improves electroactivity, but in the absence of strong interaction 
with other components. The overpotentials of ORR and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) on perovskite 
oxide catalysts were significantly reduced simply by mixing the catalyst particles with 
polypyrrole/carbon composites (pPy/C). Any strong interactions between pPy (a nitrogen-containing 
compound) and active sites of the catalysts were not confirmed. A scenario based on the sequential role 
allocation between pPy and the oxide catalysts for ORR was proposed: (1) molecular oxygen is 
incorporated into pPy as a form of superoxide (pPy+O2-); (2) the superoxide is transferred to the active 





Oxygen-related electrochemistry is important for next-generation energy conversion and 
storage. Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is used as the cathodic processes of fuel cells and metal air 
batteries for generating electricity.71-75 Its reverse reaction, oxygen evolution reaction (OER), is the 
anodic processes for splitting water and charging process of metal air batteries.76, 77 High reversibility 
between ORR and OER should be guaranteed in rechargeable metal air batteries72-75 while fuel cells 
and water splitting are based on either forward or backward reaction of the oxygen-to-water conversion. 
Platinum has been known as the best ORR catalyst while the oxide layer formed on its surface at 
oxidative conditions deteriorates the catalytic activity for OER seriously.78-80 Iridium or ruthenium 
oxides have been regarded as the best OER catalysts.81 However, their electrocatalytic activities of ORR 
are not as high as those of OER, significantly inferior to other catalysts. Iridium alloys with transition 
metals, as another form of iridium-containing catalysts (not the oxide form), catalyzed ORR efficiently 
while any forms of ruthenium did not work as the ORR catalysts.82 It is challengeable to develop a 
catalyst with high electroactivities for both ORR and OER.  
 Perovskite oxides have been studied as catalysts for the oxygen-related 
electrochemistry. Simple perovskite oxides (ABO3; A = alkaline and/or rare earth metals, B = transition 
metals) were suggested as mono-functional catalysts for OER or ORR40, 41, 49 and bi-functional 
catalysts46-48. Material candidates were extended from the simple perovskites to double or layered 
perovskites. A series of double perovskites were reported more stable during OER than their simple 
perovskite counterpart BSCF (Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O2.59).49 Even though the perovskite series have been 
studied extensively, their ORR activities are still lower than those of other catalysts such as N-doped 
carbons. Improvement in the ORR electroactivity is required for guaranteeing the bifunctionality and 
reducing the potential gap between ORR and OER. 
 In this work, two different perovskite oxides were used as bifunctional catalysts for 
both ORR and OER in alkaline media at room temperature: BSCF as a simple perovskite and NBSC as 
a double perovskite (NdBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O5.9 in Figure 10).83 The particle sizes of both oxides were 
controlled similar or identical at 400 to 500 nm (c.f., Ketjenblack at ~30 nm). The conductivities at 




Figure 10. Electron-microscopic characterization of NBSC. (a) A TEM image at low magnification. (b) 
A TEM image at high magnification with its fast Fourier transformed pattern. Spots of weak intensity 
in the pattern were observed when electron beam was introduced in a [110] direction. They are indexed 
with (001) of a tetragonal super lattice, indicating the double perovskite structure. (c) Element mapping 










Figure 11. ORR (a) ORR polarization in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (10 mV sec-1) on 1600 rpm. 
C (Ketjenblack EC-600JD) or pPy/C was used at 20 wt. % with perovskite oxide catalysts (NBSC or 
BSCF). Open and solid circles on curves means +C and +pPy/C, respectively. Pt/C = Pt + 80 wt. % C. 
Loading density (L in mgtotal cm-2 with total = oxide + carbon) = 0.8 for the perovskite catalyst layers 
and 0.4 for C and pPy/C. Baselines obtained from N2-purged electrolyte for each sample were included. 
(b) Kinetic current densities (iK) at 0.68 VRHE and exchange current densities (io). (c) Number of electron 
transfer (n). (d) Potential profiles for the galvanostatic discharge at 20 mA cm-2 in zinc-air batteries. 





Figure 12. Reproducibility of the NBSC+pPy/C performances. (a) ORR polarization in 0.1 M KOH 
(aq) at cathodic scan. (b) OER polarization in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at anodic scan. Scan rate = 10 mV sec-
1. Rotation speed = 1600 rpm. 
 
 
 A significant but limited improvement in ORR and OER kinetics was achieved by NBSC when 
the NBSC was compared with BSCF (Figure 11). The polarization difference between the perovskite 
oxide catalysts would be due to the difference in the electronic environments surrounding cobalt active 
sites and their conductivities. The ORR onset potential of the highly conductive NBSC (Eonset; defined 
as the potential at -0.1 mA cm-2 in this work) was shifted in the more positive direction (or in the less 
overpotential direction) by +50 mV from that of the poorly conductive BSCF (Figure 11a). The 
exchange current density (io) of NBSC (calculated via Tafel equation) was estimated at 5.26 x 10-5 mA 
cm-2, which is six times as high as that of BSCF (Figure 11b). The kinetic current densities (ik calculated 
by Koutechy-Levich equation) at 0.68 V (all potentials here were reported versus RHE) was 1.81 mA 
cm-2 for NBSC, which is more than twice that of BSCF. Therefore, the double perovskite is obviously 
superior to its simple perovskite counterpart from a kinetic standpoint of ORR activity even if NBSC 
did not exceed Pt/C (Figure 11b). Moreover, the NBSC preferred 4e process responsible for complete 
oxygen reduction (the number of electron transfer, n = 3.81 to 3.92) (Figure 11c). In addition to ORR, 
NBSC was superior to BSCF and even IrO2 (the well-known highly active OER catalyst) in terms of 
OER overpotential (ηOER) (Figure 13a) and its durability (Figure 13b): OER at 10 mA cm-2 of NBSC 










Figure 13. OER & Bifunctionality (a) OER polarization at anodic scan (10 mV sec-1) on 1600 rpm. The 
contents of C and pPy/C were indicated in Figure 1. (b) OER Stability. The OER current (iOER) at 1.83 
V was traced along repeated cycles between 0.93 V and 1.83 V vs. RHE. (c) Bifunctionality represented 
by potential gaps () between the potentials at -3 mA cm-2 for ORR (EORR) and at +10 mA cm-2 for OER 
(EOER). The are indicated as numerical values while bars indicate the overpotential of ORR and OER 





 For more remarkable improvement, we added a nitrogen component (polypyrrole or pPy) to 
the perovskite oxide catalysts to boost up their kinetics because the nitrogen contents have been reported 
to improve ORR kinetics. Electronically coupled metal-nitrogen (M-N) active sites have been proposed 
as the key component of the previously reported N-assistant ORR.84 The catalyst materials based on the 
M-N sites include: nitrogen-containing macrocyclic metal complexes (e.g., cobalt phthalocyanine, 
CoPc85 and iron phthalocyanine, FePc with an additional pyridine ligand in the axis vertical to the Pc 
plane86); metal ions coordinated to a nitrogen-containing polymer (pPy)87; M-N-C composites prepared 
by pyrolyzing a mixture of precursors of metal, nitrogen and carbon88-92. Even without metal 
components, nitrogen-doped graphenes showed good catalytic ORR activities.93 Also, the M-N active 
sites were developed by incorporating metal oxides to the N-doped carbons (MO-N-C composites).21, 
94-96 It should be pointed out that the high ORR electroactivities have not been previously achieved by 
physically mixing metal-containing catalysts and N-containing materials. Strong electronic interactions 
between metal and nitrogen atoms are required for generating the electroactive M-N sites. Therefore, 
guaranteed for making M-N-C or MO-N-C composites should be (1) the M-to-N physical contacts by 
mixing M and N precursors homogeneously in a molecular level (e.g., by dissolving precursor 
molecules together in a solvent or by adsorbing metal ions on nitrogen-doped carbon substrates) and (2) 
the strong interaction between M and N atoms (e.g., developed by pyrolysis).  
 In the presence of pPy, interestingly, the catalytic ORR and OER kinetics of the perovskite 
oxides were remarkably improved by simply mixing (not pyrolyzing) the catalysts with pPy. Carbon 
black (C; Ketjenblack) was replaced by pPy/carbon black composite (pPy/C; Figure 14b). The pPy 
reduced ORR overpotentials by shifting Eonset to the more positive values: to 0.835 V by +135 mV for 
NBSC; to 0.77 V by +110 mV for BSCF (Figure 13a). It should be noted that the Eonset of pPy/C (0.7 
V) is less positive than those of the composites of perovskites and pPy/C. Also, the current parameters 
(jo and jk) of both perovskites increased dramatically in the presence of pPy (Figure 13b). In addition, 
more complete ORR was achieved by BSCF in the presence of pPy: n increased from 3.5 without pPy 
to 3.7 (Figure 13c). It was difficult to observe a significant increase in n of NBSC because the complete 
reduction around n = 4 was already reached even without pPy. The electroactivity of pPy-assistant 
NBSC, considered as the catalyst comparable to platinum in terms of ORR electroactivity, was tested 
in Zn-air cells (Figure 13d). The pPy-assistant NBSC showed smaller ORR overpotential than NBSC 





Figure 14. TEM images of carbon black and pPy/C. (a) C = Ketjen black. (b) 20 % pPy/C. (c) 40 % 
pPy/C. The scale bars are for 50 nm. 
 
 
 The similar improvement was observed in OER. The pPy decreased the ηOER of NBSC from 
1.70 V to 1.65 V while ηOER of BSCF was not significantly changed by pPy (Figure 13a). The cycle 
retention of OER should be emphasized because there is every possibility that the corrosion (especially 
of carbon) at such a highly positive potential range deteriorates the cyclability. The NBSC delivered 
OER current without a significant decay along cycles while BSCF showed 30 % current decay after 
100 cycles (Figure 13b). The stabilities of both NBSC+pPy and BSCF+pPy followed those of the 
corresponding pPy-absent systems. Bifunctionality of NBSC+pPy, which is estimated by a gap () 
between the potentials at -3 mA cm-2 for ORR and +10 mA cm-2 for OER, was superior to other catalysts 
(Figure 13c):  = 0.86 V for NBSC+pPy versus 1.24 V for BSCF, 1.16 V for IrO2 and 1.04 V for 
MnO252. The value of of the pPy-assisted NBSC is the smallest potential gap between ORR and OER, 
to the best of our knowledge, especially among perovskite-based bifunctional catalysts that have been 
reported (Table 1). Also, this is another example of OER improved by nitrogen contents that has been 
rarely reported.21, 96, 97 
 The amount of carbon (C) in the absence of pPy did not affect the electrocatalytic performances 
of NBSC (Figure 15). On the contrary, the overpotentials of the ORR and OER polarizations were 
significantly reduced with the increasing amount of pPy/C. The pPy/C effect suggests the possibility of 
catalytic or at least catalytically assistant roles of pPy. Even the use of only 5 wt. % pPy/C (1 wt. % pPy 
in overall composite electrodes) was effective in decreasing overpotential of ORR while 20 wt. % pPy/C 




Table 3. The bifunctionality of perovskite oxide catalysts. 
Catalysts 
EORR(VRHE) 
at -3 mA/cm2 
EOER(VRHE) 




NdBa0.2Sr0.8Co2O3-δ with pPy1a,2a 0.79 1.65 0.86 This work 
NdBa0.2Sr0.8Co2O3-δ1a,2a 0.61 0.71 1.10 This work 
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ1a,2a 0.55 1.79 1.24 This work 
Nd0.5Sr0.5CoO3-δ/GnP nanorods 1a,2a 0.70 1.72 1.02 98 
LaNiO3/NC1a,2a 0.65 1.61 0.96 97 
La0.5Sr0.5CoO2.91 Nanowires1b,2a 0.77 1.83 1.06 47 
La0.9Sr0.1CoO3 Yolk–shell1a,2a 0.69 1.79 1.10 99 
La0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3/NCNT1a,2b 0.53 1.70 1.17 100 
La0.8Sr0.2Mn0.6Ni0.4O31a,2a 0.47 1.78 1.31 101 
La0.7(Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.3Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ1a,2a 0.62 1.62 1.00 102 
LaNiO3−δ1b,2a 0.59 1.65  1.04 52 
Pt/CaMnO31b,2a 0.85 1.83 0.98 103 
La0.95FeO3−δ1b,2a 0.47 1.66 1.28 92 






Figure 15. ORR and OER of NBSC in the presence of different conducting agents: carbon (Ketjen 
black; C) and polypyrrole/carbon black composite (pPy/C). (a) Voltammogram of disk currents of ORR 
in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (scan rate = 10 mV sec-1; rotation speed = 1600 rpm). (b) Number 
of electron transfer (n). (c) Voltammogram of disk current of OER at anodic scan (scan rate = 10 mV 
sec-1; rotation speed = 1600 rpm). (d) Stability of OER. The OER current (iOER) at 1.83 V vs. RHE was 




 The enhanced electroactivities of ORR and OER by pPy are surprising, considering that pPy 
is just physically contacted to the perovskite catalysts. The interaction between the pyrrolic N of pPy 
and the B-site Co of NBSC would not be as strong as the coordination bonds in the electroactive M-N 
sites.88-91 There were no interactions between pPy and the perovskite oxides detected by X-ray 
photoelectron spectra (Figure 16). The possibility of conductivity enhancement by the conducting 
polymer pPy is not feasible since the conductivity of pPy104, 105 is much lower than those of carbon black 







Figure 16. X-ray photoelectron spectra of Co2pwith the survey spectra. (a, b) NBSC. (c, d) NBSC + 







Figure 17. Sequential role allocation between pPy and oxide during ORR. (a) Proposed mechanism to 
explain the role of pPy on improved kinetics of ORR. (b) Frequency changes of a pPy-deposited quartz 
resonator in nitrogen-purged (black) or oxygen-saturated (red) deionized water. The optimized 
geometries of (c) O2+ pPy, (d) NBSC+O2 and (e) NBSC+O2+pPy. The adsorption energy (ΔEad) of O2 
is indicated on top of each figure. Total charge of O2 molecule and optimized distance between Co ion 
and O2 are colored black and blue, respectively. Dashed cyan line indicates hydrogen bond. The gray 






 Sequential allocation of catalytic roles between pPy and oxide catalysts for ORR is presumed 
after excluding the possibility of new active sites formation from the physical mixture of the catalysts 
and pPy/C.106, 107 Introduction of pPy changed Tafel slopes of the perovskites from the two different 
values higher than 80 mV dec-1 to the same value at 65 mV dec-1 (Figure 18a). The same Tafel slopes 
possibly indicate that the rate-determining step (RDS) is identical.59-62 Oxygen adsorption at the initial 
step is known to be the RDS of ORR on oxide catalysts.41 Therefore, oxygen is thought to be adsorbed 
more dominantly on pPy in a more facile manner than on the perovskite oxide catalysts during ORR. 
No change in Tafel slopes of OER (the reverse reaction of ORR) also supports that pPy is relevant to 
the initial adsorption step because the RDS of OER is the second and/or the third steps of ORR (Figure 
18b).40 And, the values of n did not decrease significantly after the addition of pPy even though n 
obtained from pPy/C alone (2e) is much lower than that of perovskites (4e). Therefore, perovskite 
catalysts would be responsible for at least the latter half part of ORR (peroxide to oxide), driving 2e 
peroxide generation forward to complete 4e ORR.  
 
 
Figure 18. Tafel plots. (a) ORR. (b) OER. 
 
 
 Incorporation of molecular oxygen as a form of charge-transfer complex (Py+·O2-) and/or 
molecular association complex (Pyδ+·O2δ-) into pPy is a possible route for the facile adsorption.108-110 
Mass gain of pPy-deposited quartz crystal resonators, indicated by frequency decrease, was observed 
along time only in oxygen-saturated media, confirming oxygen adsorption on pPy (Figure 17b). During 
the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) experiment, the open circuit potential (OCV) changed from 0.1 
VAg/AgCl to 0.15 VAg/AgCl in the presence of oxygen while no OCV change was observed in the absence 
of oxygen. It suggests that the electronic state of pPy changes by the interaction with oxygen and one 
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of the possible change is doping by oxygen species. Also, the oxygen adsorption was spectroscopically 
investigated. The O=O bond in molecular di-oxygen is not infrared (IR)-active due to its symmetry. 
However, oxygen adsorbed on pPy is IR- detected due to the interaction between -NH of pPy and 
oxygen to form NH+--OO via hydrogen bond (Figure 17c). Intensity of the peak at 3737 cm-1assigned 
to the OH stretching of NH+--OO increased with exposure time to air (Figure 19). Interestingly, strong 
interaction between -NH of pPy and oxygen was expected by density function theory calculation (DFT). 
-0.165 electron was transferred from pPy to oxygen at 2.24 Å gap due to the strong dipole of N-H bond. 
The gap between pPy and oxygen was smaller than those for conventional dopant molecules:  2.57Å 
for Cl- and 3.5Å for benzene sulfonic acid.111 
 In our proposed mechanism (Figure 17a and 20), molecular oxygen is adsorbed on pPy and 
then electrons are transferred fully and/or partially from the pPy to the adsorbed oxygen (Py+·O2- in step 
1). Even if Pyδ+·O2δ- is not shown in the mechanism, the molecular association complex is highly 
possible to co-exist with the charge transfer complex. Both complexes are possibly interpreted as 
dopants for pPy. The superoxide (O2-) and/or partially charged oxygen (O2δ-) is transferred to the active 
site (M) of metal oxide to form O2--M or O2δ--M (step 2). The rest of steps follows the mechanism of 
ORR on perovskite oxide catalysts (step 3 to 5). The comparison of adsorption energy (ΔEad) by DFT 
calculation supported that the transfer of oxygen species from pPy to perovskite oxide catalysts is 
thermodynamically favored (Figure 21 and Figure 17d-e). Oxygen was preferentially adsorbed on pPy 
(ΔEad = -0.165 eV) rather than NBSC (-0.11 eV). Then, oxygen transfer from pPy to oxide catalyst was 
driven by the more negative ΔEad of oxygen on NBSC (-0.75 eV).In the presence of pPy, moreover, the 
distance between Co ion and O2 decreased from 3.0 Å to 1.9 Å that is the bond length of chemisorption. 
This pPy-assisted O2 adsorption was also contributed to significant charge transfer (i.e., -0.407 e) from 
pPy to O2. 
 The assistant function of pPy for the ORR electroactivity was not observed from another 
nitrogen-containing conducting polymer, polyaniline (Figure 22). As another possible scenario, pPy 
catalyzes peroxide formation via 2e transfer and then the perovskite oxide catalysts reduce the peroxide 
generated by pPy forward to oxide. However, peroxide reduction on the perovskite oxides was not faster 
in kinetics than oxygen reduction (Figure 23). There was no significant onset potential shift observed 
with the oxide catalysts (only with carbon black without pPy) in the presence of peroxide in electrolyte. 
Therefore, the first scenario of doping-and-transfer mechanism is more feasible than the second 







Figure 19. Spectroscopic characterization of pPy in the presence of O2. (a) Infrared spectra. The peak 
at 3737cm-1 for OH stretching was developed along time when the pPy films were exposed to oxygen 











Figure 21. Optimized structures for DFT calculation. (a) NBSC. (b) pPy. (c) O2. (d) (001) surface of 
NBSC. The labels of atomic colors are presented in the figure. The gray dashed line indicates both 
























Figure 22. ORR polarization of NBSC in the presence of nitrogen-containing conducting polymers. 
Electrocatalytic layers were prepared by introducing 5 wt. % conducting polymer/carbon composites 
into NBSC. Doped pPy, undoped pPy or polyaniline was used as the conducting polymer. Scan rate = 
10 mV sec-1. Rotation speed = 1600 rpm. 
 
 
Figure 23. Polarization of peroxide reduction on NBSC in the presence of 2mM peroxide in 0.1M KOH 
(aq) (red solid line). Presented for comparison was the ORR polarization on NBSC in oxygen-saturated 







Figure 24. Electrodeposition of pPy on NBSC+C. (a) Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the ORR on disk 





Figure 25. ORR on pPy-deposited perovskite oxide. 0, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 wt. % of pPy was 
electrochemically deposited on NBSC. (a) ORR polarization in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan at 10 
mV sec-1 at 1600 rpm. The pPy amounts were indicated. (b) The number of electron transfer (n). (c) 
Oxygen reduction on perovskite catalysts covered with pPy of three different thicknesses. 
 
 The same pPy-assistant ORR improvement was observed when pPy is electrodeposited on 
NBSC catalytic layers. Three different amount of pPy was deposited at 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 wt. % (Figure 
24). The limiting currents and the n values decreased with deposited pPy amount (Figure 25a and b; 
Figure 26). It appears to be contradictory with the improvement of the onset potentials and the n values 
encouraged by the increasing amount of pPy/C (Figure 25). However, these electrodeposited pPy cases 
are different from the composite cases obtained by mixing catalyst particles and pPy/C particles (Figure 
27). In the pPy/C cases, its amount is directly related to the effective area of pPy. On the contrary, the 
more amount of electrodeposited pPy increases the thickness of pPy films instead of area. In thicker 
pPy layers, O2- in the charge transfer complex and/or O2δ- in the molecular association complex is hard 
to be transferred to the active sites of perovskite oxide catalysts (Figure 25c). It is likely that rate 
determining step is moved from oxygen adsorption to diffusion of O2-/ O2δ-. Therefore, a significant 
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amount of the intermediate oxygen species does not go forward to OH- but to peroxide so that the n 
value decreases (Figure 25b). On the other hand, the onset potential was not changed significantly with 
the pPy film amounts (Figure 25a). It is another evidence to confirm the feasibility of our scenario on 
the catalytic role allocation model.  
 
 
Figure 26. ORR and OER of pPy/NBSC. Black, red and blue lines are 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 wt. % of pPy on 
NBSC catalyst layer, respectively. (a) ORR polarization in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (scan rate 
= 10 mV sec-1; rotation speed = 1600 rpm). (b) Tafel plots. (c) Voltammogram of ring current of re-






Figure 27. NBSC + pPy/C versus NBSC + C + pPy. It should be notified that the pPy-deposited system 
(Figure 13) includes carbon (C) because pPy was electrodeposited on a mixture of NBSC and C 
(NBSC+pPy+C). The ORR kinetics was faster in NBSC+pPy/C (Figure 10a) than in NBSC+pPy+C 
(Figure 13a) when comparing the slopes of current increase before the limiting situation between the 
two systems. Electric conductivity would not be significantly different between NBSC+pPy/C and 
NBSC+C+pPy. However, the major difference comes from mass transfer. The use of pPy/C guarantee 
the porosity between the particles of NBSC and pPy/C. On the contrary, pPy films could block the ionic 








Material Preparation.  
Two different double perovskites (NBSC and NBSC*) were prepared. NBSC was synthesized by sol-
gel method. Stoichiometric amounts of Nd(NO3)3·6H2O, Ba(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2 and Co(NO3)2·6H2O were 
dissolved in distilled water with proper amount of Pluronic F-127. All chemical was used as received 
from Aldrich. The solution was dried in the oven at 100 oC for one day. The precursor gel was heated 
up to 300 oC in air. Fine powders obtained during the combustion were calcined at 600 oC for 4 h and 
then sintered in air at 950 oC for 4 h. For measuring intrinsic electrical conductivity, the powder was 
pressed into pellets at 5 MPa and sintered in air at 1100 oC for 12 h instead of the thermal treatment at 
950 oC for 4 h to achieve a relative density higher than 95 %. Smaller-size NBSC* was prepared by 
electrospray process. The same precursors used for NBSC were dissolved at 0.01 M each in N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF), followed by introducing 15 wt. % PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone, Mw = 
1,300,000) into the solution. The precursor solution was placed in a 30 ml syringe with a positively 
charged capillary tip with a diameter of 0.5 mm. 10 kV voltage was applied between the syringe needle 
tip as an anode and a metal collector wrapped with aluminum foil as a cathode with a gap at 11 cm by 
a high-voltage power supply (Korea Switching). The composite droplets were electrosprayed from the 
needle at 0.3 ml h-1 and collected on the aluminum foil. The electrosprayed powders were dried at 80 
oC for 1 h in air and then calcined at 3 oC min-1 ramping to 800 oC for 4 h in air.  
 
Physicochemical characterization.  
The crystallographic structures of materials were characterized at a scan rate of 0.6 degree min-1 with 
the 2θ range of 20 o to 60 o by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku diffractometer D/MAZX 2500V/PC with 
Cu K radiation). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM; FEI Nanonova 230) was used to snapshoot 
their morphologies. Electrical conductivities were measured in air by a four-point probe configuration. 
Ag wires as probes were connected to samples by Ag paste. The current/voltage was 
controlled/measured by a potentiostat (BioLogic VMP3) in a temperature range of 25 to 700 oC. 
 
Electrode preparation.  
Catalyst inks were prepared by dispersing a catalyst and a conducting agent in 0.45 ml of ethanol, 0.45 
ml of isopropyl alcohol and 0.1 ml of 5 wt. % nafion solution (Sigma-Aldrich 274704). The total amount 
of the catalyst and the conducting agent was fixed at 20 mg. A series of NBSCs were used as the double 
perovskite catalysts: NBSC and NBSC*. BSCFO was used as the simple perovskite counterpart. Carbon 
black (C; Akzo Nobel Ketjenblack 600JD) or its composite with polypyrrole (pPy/C; Sigma-Aldrich 
530573) was used as the conducting agent at 0, 5 and 20 wt. %. 5 ul of the catalyst ink was dropped on 
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the disk compartment of ring-disk electrodes. Loading density of the composite of catalyst and 
conducting agent was fixed at 0.8 mg cm-2. For comparison, 20 wt. % platinum nanoparticles supported 
by carbon black (Pt/C; Premetek P10A200) was used as a control. 
 
Electrochemical characterization.  
Cyclic and linear sweep voltammograms (CVs and LSVs) were obtained on disk and ring electrodes 
simultaneously by a bipotentiostat (iviumstat, Ivium Technologies). Ring-disk electrodes (RRDE) of 
glassy carbon disk and platinum ring was used as the working electrode (disk area = 0.1256 cm2) while 
a platinum wire and a Hg/HgO electrode were used as the counter and reference electrodes respectively. 
The RRDEs were rotated at various controlled speeds (1600 rpm unless otherwise indicated) by a RRDE 
controller (ALS RRDE-3A). An aqueous solution of 0.1M KOH was used as the electrolyte. ORR 
polarization curves were obtained on the disk electrode from a cathodic sweep from +0.1 V to -0.7 V 
(vs. Hg/HgO) at 10 mV s-1 after five cycles of CVs. The electrolyte was saturated by oxygen for ORR 
while it was purged by nitrogen to measure background currents. +0.4 V was applied to the ring 
electrode to estimate the amount of peroxide generated from the disk electrode. The anodic sweeps from 
+0.35V to +0.9V (vs. Hg/HgO) after nine cycles were presented as OER polarization curves. The other 
conditions were the same as those for the ORR polarization curves. To demonstrate the stability of OER, 
anodic and cathodic sweeps were repeated at 50 mV s-1 for 100 cycles. The values of potential were 
converted from versus Hg/HgO to versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by: Hg/HgO + 0.929 
V = RHE. For the correction, the potential difference between Hg/HgO and RHE was measured in a 
cell where platinum wires were used as the working and counter electrodes in a hydrogen-saturated 
aqueous electrolyte of 0.1 M KOH with Hg/HgO as the reference electrodes. The open circuit potential 
was read at -0.929 V vs. Hg/HgO from a LSV at 1 mV s-1. 
 
pPy electrodeposition.  
20mM pyrrole was dissolved in 0.1M LiClO4 (aq). Three electrodes were immersed in the electrolyte: 
NBSC-loaded disk electrode (area = 0.1256 cm2) of a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) as a working 
electrode, a platinum wire as a counter and a Ag/AgCl electrode as a reference. The same catalyst ink 
as described above was used for loading NBSC for the working electrode. Pyrrole was electro-
polymerized on the working electrode in the N2-saturated electrolyte. Potential was swept at 5 mV s-1 
between +0.2 VAg/AgCl to +0.8VAg/AgCl one, three and five times by a potentiostat (Ivium Iviumstat). The 
loading amounts of pPy on the NBSC working electrodes were calculated from the charges consumed 
for electrodeposition under the assumption that positive charges are developed in pPy every three 




pPy-O2 interaction.  
pPy films were electrodeposited on gold-coated quartz crystal resonators for quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM; SEIKO QCM922) and on carbon screen-printed electrodes (Zensor, SE100; area 
= 0.196 cm2) for infrared-spectroscopic (FTIR; Bruker Alpha) measurement. Pyrrole was 
electrochemically polymerized at 0.1 mA cm-2for 150s in 0.1 M pyrrole in 0.1 M NaCl (aq). Then, the 
pPy films were de-doped at -0.5VAg/AgCl for 20s. Frequencies of the pPy-deposited resonators were 
recorded as a measure of mass along time in nitrogen-purged or oxygen-saturated deionized water. 
 
Zn-air batteries.  
Coin-type zinc-air batteries (2032; diameter = 20 mm) were assembled with 6M KOH (aq) as an 
electrolyte, zinc plate as an anode, 0.05 g cm-2catalyst-carbon composite loaded on carbon paper as a 
cathode. NBSC, NBSC+pPy/C or Pt/C was used as the catalyst for cathodes. Discharge curves were 
obtained at 20mAcm-2. 
 
DFT calculations.  
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation 
Package (VASP)112, 113. The generalized gradient approximation with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 
functional (GGA-PBE)66 was employed for the exchange correlation energy. The electron-ion 
interaction was described by projector augmented-wave (PAW)114 method. The cutoff energy for the 
plane wave basis set was set to be 400 eV. Spin polarization and Grimme’s D2 dispersion correction115 
were considered in all calculations. The convergence criteria for self-consistent field (SCF) calculations 
was set to be 10-5 eV. The atomic positions and lattice parameters were relaxed until the Hellmann-
Feynman forces acting on ions were less than 0.02 eV/Å. 3 × 3 × 3and 3 × 3 × 1 k-point meshes with 
Monkhorst-Pack scheme were used for bulk and surface systems, respectively. Bader charge analysis116-
118 was implemented to investigate the atomic charges. 
 
Modeling and calculation details 
The unit cell of Nd4BaSr3Co8O24 (NBSC) double perovskite was constructed by replacing one Sr atom 
by one Ba atom in Nd4Sr4Co8O24 (Figure 21). The lattice parameters of the optimized unit cell were 
determined as a = 7.53 Å, b = 7.61 Å, c = 7.51 Å, α = 90.73°β = 90.00°, and γ = 90.00°. Using the 
optimized unit cell, a symmetric slab model of (001) surface consisting of 7 atomic layers was 
constructed with the vacuum slab of 20 Å (Figure S18). Two atomic layers at the bottom were fixed 
during optimization to consider the bulk-like effect. To elucidate the role of the pPy for the adsorption 
of O2 on NBSC surface, we constructed three model systems (i.e., O2+pPy, NBSC+O2 and 
NBSC+O2+pPy) as shown in Figure 17c-e. The interaction between O2 and pPy was investigated by 
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O2+pPy system, which was constructed by placing O2 near N-H bond of pPy. The pPy-assisted O2 
adsorption on the NBSC surface was investigated by comparing NBSC+O2 and NBSC+O2+pPy systems, 
where O2 was placed above the 5-coordinated Co ion and the pPy was placed above O2. 
The adsorption energy ( ad
E
) of O2 for three systems was calculated as follows, 
2 2ad O +pPy pPy O
E E E E = − −
 (1) 
2 2ad NBSC+O NBSC O
E E E E = − −
 (2) 
2 2 2 2ad NBSC+O +pPy NBSC O +pPy O +pPy pPy O






, and 2NBSC+O +pPy
E







 represent the energy of isolated NBSC surface, O2, and pPy respectively. Note that the 
first and second term of equation (3) represent the interaction energy between NBSC and O2+pPy and 
that between O2 and pPy, respectively. Thus, we can calculate adsorption energy of O2 on NBSC surface 






In the presence of pPy, the ORR and OER activities of perovskite oxide catalysts were 
significantly improved in terms of kinetics and the number of electron transfer. The sequential role 
allocation between pPy and oxide catalysts for ORR was suggested to explain the synergistic effects of 
the organic and inorganic catalysts (pPy and perovskite). Oxygen is doped into pPy as a form of 
superoxide or partially charged oxygen species. The doped species are transferred from pPy to active 
sites of perovskite oxide catalysts. The oxygen species on perovskite are completely reduced. 
 
Reproduced in part with permission from D.-G. Lee, et al., Energy and Environmental Science, 2017, 








Synergistic effects of dual homogeneous catalysts for chemical reactions have been 
reported. Double activation (chemical transformation process where both catalysts work in 
concert to activate reactants or intermediates) was often responsible for the synergistic effects 
of the dual catalyst systems. Herein, we demonstrate the extension of the double activation 
from chemo-catalysis to electrocatalysis. The activity of low-cost cobalt oxide electrocatalysts 
for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was significantly improved by introducing a secondary-
amine-conjugated polymer (HN-CPs) as the second electrocatalyst. The HN-CP activated 
neutral diatomic oxygen to the corresponding partially charged species (O2
δ-) in the initial 
oxygen adsorption step of the ORR. Also, the proton of the HN-CPs was transferred to the 
single oxygen intermediate (*O) on the active site of the electrocatalyst. The electron donation 
number of the HN-CPs to diatomic oxygen (δ in O2
δ-) well described the order of activity 
improvement, i.e., polypyrrole (pPy) > polyaniline (pAni) > polyindole (pInd). The maximum 






The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is omnipresent. Oxygen is the final electron acceptor in 
the electron transfer chain in the mitochondria of living cells used to store energy in adenosine 
triphosphate.119, 120 The same reaction is used to generate electricity in artificial energy storage devices, 
including fuel cells and metal-air batteries. The ORR is known for its slow kinetics, limiting the overall 
current extracted from ORR-based energy devices.35 Pt is the best ORR catalyst to increase the limited 
power performance, but its use in practical devices is limited due to its high cost. A wide spectrum of 
cost-effective electrocatalyst alternatives to Pt have been proposed71-75, including atomic composites of 
metal121, metal-nitrogen-carbon composites (M-N-C)84, 87, doped carbons93 and transition metal 
oxides122. Pt-level ORR activities, which could not be achieved by nonprecious metal catalysts a decade 
ago, have been reported for M-N-C, doped carbon and nanostructured or nanocomposite metal oxides. 
21, 94, 95 However, the striking ORR activities of these alternative materials were obtained at the cost of 
sophisticated material engineering, e.g., pyrolyzing a mixture of metal, nitrogen and carbon precursors 
(M-N-C); doping carbons with heteroatoms (e.g., N-doped graphene); and nanostructuring and/or 
nanocompositing metal oxides. It is still difficult to obtain Pt-level ORR activities without employing 
such sophisticated strategies. 
Dual-catalyst system, called synergistic catalysis or dual catalysis, in which two catalysts work 
simultaneously to decrease the activation energy of the reaction overall has been well described in 
chemical synthesis.8-10 Similar concept was computationally proposed in electrocatalysis for ORR and 
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) as one of way to circumvent these scaling relationships between 
adsorption energies of different reaction intermediates which fundamentally limit catalytic activities.15 
In this work, we demonstrate that the ORR activities of heterogeneous catalysts are significantly 
improved by simply mixing catalyst particles with secondary-amine-conjugated polymers (HN-CPs). 
No sophisticated material engineering of catalysts was involved in developing the intimate interaction 
between the active sites of catalysts and the HN-CPs. The HN-CP-assisted improvement in the catalytic 
activity was understood as oxygen activation by HN-CPs during the reduction of the oxygen species on 
catalytic active sites. A series of NH-CPs were tested as the second catalyst component for dual catalysis 
to donate electrons to oxygen to generate polarized oxygen or O2δ-, including polypyrrole (pPy), 
polyaniline (pAni), polyindole (pInd), polycarbazole (pCbz) and polyethyleneimine (pEI). The 
number of electrons donated from NH-CP to oxygen (δ) as a single descriptor successfully characterized 
the effects of the NH-CPs on the ORR activity, providing a measure of the catalytic activity 
improvement of the Co-based catalysts with the NH-CPs. In addition to oxygen activation, from a 
mechanistic viewpoint, we suggest the possibility that the proton of the NH-CPs is transferred to a 




4.3. Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1. Electron donation number (δ) as the NH-CP descriptor. 
pPy is a conjugated polymer that has a secondary amine structure in its heteroring moiety. Positive 
charges are developed every three to five monomeric units during synthesis to form charge carriers that 
are balanced by external anions. It was reported that atmospheric diatomic oxygen can be easily doped 
into pPy to form a charged complex Pyδ+·O2δ-.123 A series of HN-CPs with structural similarity to pPy 
in terms of the secondary amines and conjugated structures (pAni, pInd, pCbz and pEI) was 
investigated (Figure 28a). 
We previously reported that oxygen more favorably binds to pPy than a Co-based perovskite oxide 
catalyst (NdBa0.25Sr0.75Co2O5.9).123 Moreover, the binding energy of the diatomic oxygen species was 
dramatically reduced when the oxygen molecule polarized or activated by pPy (O2
δ-) was bound to the 
catalyst. Based on the expectation that more activated oxygen molecules on NH-CPs (i.e., a larger δ) 
would better accelerate the ORR kinetics, we assumed the null hypothesis that δ is not correlated with 
the ORR kinetics. To test the null hypothesis (more intentionally, to reject it), the number of electrons 
transferred from NH-CPs to O2 (δ) was calculated for the selected NH-CPs (Figure 28a). Qualitatively, 
oxygen adsorption on NH-CP was driven by hydrogen bonding between the oxygen atom of molecular 
dioxygen and the hydrogen atom of the secondary amine in the most thermodynamically favored 
configuration (molecular configurations in Figure 28a). Electrons were transferred through the 
hydrogen bond so that the oxygen molecule to be doped into the NH-CP polymers was polarized. 
Quantitatively, pPy showed the highest δ (0.402; indicating more electron donation from the NH-CP to 
oxygen), followed by pAni (0.378), pInd (0.284), pCbz (0.276) and pEI (0.122). The δ is directly 
correlated with the charge transfer energy (HOMO level of the donor - LUMO level of the acceptor). 
Since the acceptor is fixed to oxygen, δ follows the order of the HOMO level of NH-CP: -3.713 eV for 
pPy > -3.716 eV for pAni > -4.315 eV for pInd > -4.632 eV for pCbz > -4.794 eV for pEI (Figure 
29). Therefore, the NH-CP at the higher HOMO level donated a larger number of electrons to oxygen. 
The adsorption of more polarized oxygen with a higher δ on catalysts was thermodynamically favored, 






Figure 28. Improved ORR activities in the presence of NH-CPs. (a) The number of electrons transferred 
from NH-CPs to diatomic oxygen (). (b to d) The ORR polarization curves of cobalt-based 
electrocatalysts in the presence of NH-CPs. The overall ORR currents on catalyst-loaded disk electrodes 
were recorded in 0.1 M KOH (aq) when the potential was cathodically swept at 10 mV sec-1 and 1600 
rpm. The electrocatalysts are indicated. (e) Kinetic current density (ik) at 0.68 VRHE (versus reversible 




Figure 29. The correlation between the electron donation number of NH-CP to oxygen (δ) and the 
HOMO level of NH-CP. The value of |δ| is proportional to the charge transfer energy, which is 
determined by the difference between HOMO of NH-CP and the LUMO of oxygen. 
 
 






4.3.2. NH-CP assisted ORR on cobalt-based oxides 
As the next step following the calculation of δ as the NH-CP descriptor, the effects of the NH-CP on 
the ORR kinetics were experimentally quantified. The HN-CPs were tested as additional catalysts for 
simultaneously activating the oxygen with three different cobalt-containing electrocatalysts where 
cobalt is presumed to be the ORR active center: CoO, Co3O4 and LiCoO2 (Figure 30). Catalysts in the 
presence of carbon black with NH-CP were loaded at 80:16:4 in weight (total loading = 0.8 mg cm-2). 
The NH-CPs with δ > 0.28 (pPy, pAni and pInd) improved the catalytic ORR kinetics of the selected 
catalysts, showing the δ dependency of the electrocatalytic activity (Figure 28b to d and Figure 31 to 
33). However, pCbz and pEI at δ values less than the critical value (0.28) did not cause a kinetic gain 
(inactive NH-CPs). The active NH-CPs positively shifted the ORR polarization curves of the current 
versus voltage, indicating that the same turnover of the ORR was achieved with a smaller overpotential. 
The potential shift at 1 mA cm-2 as a measure of the overpotential gain was estimated at 150 mV for 
pPy, 100 mV for pAni and 20 mV for pInd. The ORR activities of the NH-CPs were negligible in the 
absence of catalysts. Therefore, the role of the active NH-CPs was totally dedicated to improving the 
activities of the catalysts. 
The kinetic current density (ik), which is responsible for charge transfer and excluding mass transfer, 
values of the ORR at 0.68 VRHE (V versus RHE) were compared for the NH-CPs (Figure 28e; Figure 
34 for the turnover frequency (TOF) of the 4e- ORR). For example, the ORR current of CoO increased 
from 2.6 mA cm-2 in the absence of NH-CP to 34 (pInd), 44 (pAni) and 190 mA cm-2 (pPy). The NH-
CP assisted ORR activity was proportional to the δ of the NH-CPs for all cobalt-based catalysts 
considered (Figure 35). The largest overpotential gain was obtained with the highest δ, pPy. Therefore, 
the catalytic activity can be described simply by δ, which is the characteristic of NH-CP when the 
catalyst is fixed. Even if a monotonically increasing dependency between the overpotential gain and δ 
was obtained with the selected NH-CPs in this work, there is every possibility that the observed part is 
the left part of the volcano plot (discussed below). A strong interaction between oxygen and NH-CP 






Figure 31. ORR of CoO. (a) Number of electron transfer (n). (b) production of peroxide. (c) 
Voltammogram of ring currents of ORR in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (scan rate = 10 mVsec-1; 
















Figure 32. ORR of Co3O4. (a) Number of electron transfer (n). (b) production of peroxide. (c) 
Voltammogram of ring currents of ORR in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (scan rate = 10 mV sec-1; 

















Figure 33. ORR of LiCoO2. (a) Number of electron transfer (n). (b) production of peroxide. (c) 
Voltammogram of ring currents of ORR in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (scan rate = 10 mV sec-1; 






Figure 34. Turnover frequencies (TOF) of the four-electron ORR on three different electrocatalysts 
(CoO, Co3O4 and LiCoO2) in the presence of NH-CPs. The TOF was calculated by:  
TOF of 4e ORR = NAvo x ik x f4e / F / nactive 
where ik = kinetic current at 0.68 VRHE; NAvo = Avogadro’s number; F = faraday constant;  
f4e = fraction of 4e- process = (Id-Ir/N)/(Id+Ir/N) 
with Id = disk current; Ir = ring current; N = collection efficiency; 
nactive = number of active sites = Ageo / Aactive 
with  
Ageo = geometric surface area of a catalyst under the assumption of spherical particles 
= (mcat / dcat) / {4 π (dparticle /2)3/3} x 4 π (dparticle /2)2 
mcat = mass of catalyst loaded on electrode; dcat = density of catalyst 
dparticle = particle size (100nm)  
Aactive = area of unit cell (100) / the number of cobalt in unit cell (100) under assumption of (100) 
termination on the surfaces 






Figure 35. The δ-dependency of the ORR activity. The half-wave overpotential (η1/2; filled symbols) or 
the onset potential (Eonset; open symbols) was used as the ORR activity measure in the ordinate. The 
number of electrons donated by the NH-CP to oxygen, δ, was used as the NH-CPs descriptor in the 
abscissa. Three different cobalt-based oxides (CoO, LiCoO2 and Co3O4) were tested as the ORR 





4.3.3. Mechanism of NH-CP assisted ORR on cobalt-based catalyst 
Even if δ is a descriptor that allows a prediction of the effect of NH-CP on the catalytic activity of ORR 
catalysts, the mechanism of the dual catalysis must be investigated to determine why the descriptor 
represents the multistep process of the ORR. According to the thermodynamic calculations, the 
additional activation of oxygen, receiving partial charge from pPy, are much favored in the reduction 
process compared to its single activation by CoO (Figure 36 to 38). 
The protonation of the diatomic oxygen intermediate on the catalyst (formation of *OOH) was the rate 
determining step (RDS) of the overall ORR process in the absence of pPy (Figure 39 and Figure 40). 
The endothermic relative energy change, ΔE(*OO→*OOH), was estimated at +1.05 eV during the 
*OO-to-*OOH process. In the presence of pPy, on the other hand, the endothermic relative energy 
change decreased significantly to +0.27 eV. The energy savings of this *OO-to-*OOH step lowers the 




Figure 36. The binding energy (ΔEbind) of diatomic oxygen species (the neutral or activated oxygen 
molecules, O2 or O2δ-) to CoO. The activated oxygen is generated in the presence of pPy. The more 








Figure 37. Adsorption of the neutral and partially charged diatomic oxygen species (O2 and O2-) on 
CoO catalyst. Bader charges developed in the diatomic species and the distance between an oxygen 
atom of the diatomic oxygen species and a cobalt atom of the surface lattice of CoO were indicated. 




Figure 38. Hybridization between 𝑑𝑧2-orbital of Co and p-orbital of O2 molecule (i.e., anti pi-bonding 
state near Fermi level, EF) at CoO surface. (a) Molecular representation: red sphere = oxygen; blue 
sphere = cobalt; oval = orbital. (b and c) Partial density of states (PDOS) of cobalt of CoO and adsorbed 
O2 in the absence of pPy (b) and in the presence of pPy (c): red = total d-orbital of Co bonded to O2; 
blue = 𝑑𝑧2-orbital of Co bonded to O2; green = p-orbital of O2. The 𝑑𝑧2-orbital of Co and the p-orbital 
of O2 are hybridized near EF (indicated by arrows). The hybridized bonding orbital near EF was partially 
filled when the neutral oxygen molecule (O2) was activated to be the polarized oxygen molecule (O2-) 
by the aid of pPy. The binding of the diatomic oxygen species to CoO surface is strengthened by the 






Figure 39. Energy diagram along ORR mechanism at the equilibrium potential (U = Ueq): main catalyst 
= CoO; additional catalyst = pPy. The pPy-present system (red) was compared with the pPy-absent 
system (black). The energy gap of the rate determining step of each system was indicated: 0.35 eV for 




Figure 40. Molecular representation of the intermediate states along ORR mechanism on CoO 





After the e-/H+ transfer step to form the surface peroxide (*OOH), interestingly, the *O formation in the 
presence of NH-CP was not more thermodynamically favored than that in the absence of NH-CP (the 
relative energy diagram along the mechanism at the equilibrium potential and the intermediates of the 
ORR in Figure 39 and Figure 40b, respectively). The thermodynamic state of *OOH stabilized by the 
partial charges of the electrons transferred from the NH-CP (δ-) changed the *OOH-to-*O step from an 
exothermic process in the absence of NH-CP (∆E*O - ∆E*OOH < 0) to an endothermic process in the 
presence of NH-CP (∆E*O - ∆E*OOH > 0). As a result, the NH-CP switched the RDS of the overall ORR 
from *OOH formation (∆E*OOH - ∆E*OO = +1.05 eV in the absence of pPy) to *O formation (∆E*O - 
∆E*OOH = +0.35 eV in the presence of pPy) at the equilibrium potential Ueq (Figure 39). 
In the following step, we suggest that the surface single oxygen (*O) is protonated by the proton from 
the secondary amine of NH-CP (Figure 41a). It has been reported that HN-CPs are easily and reversibly 
deprotonated and protonated in aqueous solution.124-127 In addition, the possibility of participating 
proton donor/acceptor in electrocatalytic reaction, ORR and OER, was suggested.128 The proton-to-
deuterium exchange confirmed the possibility of easy deprotonation of the HN-CPs (Figure 42). The 
wavenumber of the peak assigned to the N-H in-plane vibration mode of the amine of pyrrole (C4H5N) 
in the H2O environment shifted from 1050 cm-1 to 750 cm-1 when pyrrole was dissolved in D2O, 
confirming the conversion of C4H5N to C4H5D. The pH dependency of the overpotential gain by the 
NH-CP also supported that the deprotonation of the amine of the NH-CPs would affect the ORR kinetics 
(Figure 41b). The overpotential improvement by pPy at pH 7 was significantly larger than that of pH 
13: the difference of the half-wave potentials between the absence and presence of pPy = 183 mV at 
pH 7 > 146 mV at pH 13. Additionally, two counter examples were tested to confirm that the 
deprotonation of NH-CPs is required. First, polythiophene did not improve the ORR kinetics because 
the sulfur of the conjugated polymer does not contain hydrogen that can be deprotonated (Figure 43). 
Second, the effects of pPy on ORR were not significant after a few cycles of voltammograms in an 
aprotic organic solvent (acetonitrile in Figure 44).  
There are four different surface species in the ORR mechanism that are required to be protonated: *OO 
→ *OOH, *OOH → *O + H2O, *O → *OH and *OH → * . We determined the step in which the NH-
CP deprotonation process is involved by comparing the energy required for the proton transfer from 
NH-CP to the surface intermediate between the targeted steps (Figure 41). The surface single oxygen 
(*O of step (5) to (7)) was the most thermodynamically favorable site to obtain a proton from the amine 
NH-CPs. Subsequently, the deprotonated NH-CP is presumed to be regenerated at the last step (the NH-
CP regeneration step in (8) of Figure 41a). The stability of pPy was guaranteed along 500-time repeated 
voltammetric cycles, indicating that there was no serious problem in regenerating protonated pPy 




Figure 41. The mechanism of proton transfer in NH-CP assisted electrocatalysis for ORR. (a) A 
suggested mechanism of proton transfer from NH-CP to oxygen adsorbate in NH-CP assisted ORR on 
cobalt-based catalysts (M=active site of cobalt-based catalysts). (b) ORR polarization curves of CoO 
electrocatalyst without (solid lines) or with pPy (dashed lines) in a buffer solution at pH 7 (red) and 0.1 
M KOH (blue; pH 13). Potential was cathodically scanned at 10 mV sec-1 while disk electrodes were 
rotated at 1600 rpm. (c) Energy required for the proton transfer from pPy to the four different 





Figure 42. Deutriation of pyrrole. (a) Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of H2O (black), D2O 
(red) and pyrrole dissolved in H2O (blue) and D2O (magenta). (b) The closer look of the FTIR spectra 
a between 700 cm-1 and 1250 cm-1. The wavenumber of the peak assigned to N-H in-plane vibration 





Figure 43. ORR activities of CoO in the presence of polythiophene (pTp). Linear sweep 
voltammograms of the ORR disk current were obtained in 0.1 M KOH (aq) at cathodic scan (scan rate 
= 10 mV sec-1; rotation speed = 1600 rpm). Black = CoO; Red = CoO + pTp.  
 
  
Figure 44. ORR activities of CoO in an aprotic solvent. Cyclic voltammograms of the ORR disk current 
at 1st (solid line), 2nd (dashed line) and 8th cycle (dotted line) were obtained in 0 .1 M LiClO4 in 






Figure 45. Stability. The ORR polarization curves of the CoO electrocatalyst without (blue) or with 
pPy (red) at 10th cycle (dashed lines) and 500th cycle (solid lines). The potential was cathodically 
scanned at 50 mV sec-1 while the disk electrodes were rotated at 1600 rpm. Half-wave potential was 






4.4.4. The RDS at reductively biased overpotentials (U < Ueq) 
We discussed above the mechanism of the NH-CP assisted ORR catalysis with the relative energy 
diagram at the equilibrium potential, Ueq. To obtain a significant ORR current, however, a potential 
more negative than the equilibrium potential (U < Ueq) needs to be applied (Figure 28b to d). To 
determine which step in the proposed mechanism is the RDS at the applied potential, the ORR 
polarization curves were interpreted by the Tafel equation. The Tafel slopes (b) were mainly determined 
by the NH-CPs rather than the catalysts, especially in the high-δ cases (Figure 46; NH-CP-effective 
region): b = 65 to 68.5 mV dec-1 for pPy and 73.9 to 75.9 mV dec-1 for pAni. However, the Tafel slopes 
of the ORR on electrocatalysts in the presence of the low-δ NH-CP s or in the absence of NH-CPs did 
not converge to one value so that the catalyst-dependency of b could not be neglected (NH-CP-
ineffective region): b = 77.1 to 89.5 mV dec-1 for pInd and 81.6 to 86.2 mV dec-1 for no NH-CPs. The 
identical Tafel slopes for a fixed NH-CP in the NH-CP-effective situations indicate the NH-CP-
dependency of the RDS of the overall ORR kinetics.59-62 Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that an 
active role of the NH-CP, such as a significant structural change, is involved in the RDS. The proton 
transfer step (Figure 41a) is a highly feasible RDS in the applied potential situation where the surface 
single oxygen (*O) is protonated by the proton from the secondary amine of the NH-CP. 
The energy diagram at a biased voltage between the initial and final states (U = 0 VNHE) supported the 
proton transfer step as the RDS (Figure 47a) in that this step had the smallest downhill gap among steps. 
When compared with the energy diagram at Ueq (Figure 39), the RDS changed from the surface single 
oxygen formation step (*OOH to *O) at Ueq to the proton transfer step (*O to *OH) at 0 VNHE. However, 
there was no change in the RDS for the NH-CP-absent cases (RDS = the surface peroxide formation 
step) independent of whether the system was biased or not (Figure 47a versus Figure 39). In other 
words, therefore, the NH-CP changed the RDS from the surface peroxide formation step (*OO to *OOH 
in the absence of NH-CP) to the proton transfer step (*O to *OH in the presence of NH-CP) at biased 
potentials. 
 
The overpotential dependency of the number of electrons transferred (n) of NH-CP assisted ORR 
catalysis, different from that of conventional catalysis, was successfully explained by the suggested 
RDS. The ORR proceeds via 4e and 2e pathways to produce oxide and peroxide, respectively. The value 
of n for the overall ORR is estimated to be between 2 and 4 as the average value of those two processes. 
In the absence of NH-CP, practically, the value of n increases as the potential is moved to a more 
negative value (larger overpotential) (-pPy in Figure 47b). Interestingly, on the contrary, the value of 
n decreased significantly with the increasing overpotential in the presence of NH-CP (+pPy in Figure 
47b). The different overpotential-dependencies of n are understood by considering the natures of the 
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steps following the surface peroxide species. For conventional ORR catalysis in the absence of NH-
CPs, the surface peroxide (*OOH) is released as a form of peroxide (HO2-) to the electrolyte without 
electrons (chemical step or C step) or alternatively converted to a surface hydroxyl (*OH) via the 
electrochemical route (E step). The kinetics of the E step are accelerated at larger overpotentials (more 
negative potentials away from the equilibrium potential of the ORR), while the overpotential is not 
relevant to the kinetics of the C step (Figure 48). Therefore, the 4e transfer pathways are preferred so 
that n increases with increasing overpotential. For ORR dual catalysis in the presence of NH-CPs, 
however, the E step of *OH formation is limited by another C step of the proton transfer. As the 
overpotential was increased, the formation of the surface peroxide was kinetically increased without an 
increase in the rate of the chemical conversion from *OOH to *OH (Figure 48). Consequently, the 2e 
pathway is encouraged at high overpotentials. 
The ORR dual catalysis in the presence of NH-CPs showed potential-dependent Tafel slopes, while the 
NH-CP-absent catalysis was well described by a single Tafel slope (Figure 46c). That is, the 
introduction of NH-CPs curved the linear ORR polarization data of LiCoO2 in the Tafel plot. The 
LiCoO2 data were described by a single slope at 81.6 mV dec-1, while the data in the presence of pPy 
are represented by 68.5 mV dec-1 for the small overpotential region (> 0.77 VNHE), 90.9 mV dec-1 for 
the middle overpotential region (between 0.73 VNHE and 0.77 VNHE) and a larger value than the previous 
two slopes for the high overpotential region (< 0.73 VNHE). This change in the Tafel slope along with 
the potential has been observed for conventional ORR catalysis on platinum.60, 129 The surface coverage 
(θ) of the intermediates on platinum is responsible for the multiplicity of the Tafel slopes at 60 and 120 
mV dec-1.130 From the same coverage viewpoint, the Tafel slope (b) for ORR dual electrocatalysis is 
described by b ~ (n)-1 = n-1(2 + θ*OH - 2θ*OO - θ*OOH)-1, where  is the apparent transfer coefficient. The 
proton transfer steps were assumed to be the RDS for derivation (derivation of the apparent transfer 
coefficient (α) in the Supporting information). According to the equation, the accumulation of the 
surface peroxide species (*OOH) is responsible for the increase in b with increasing overpotential (or 
decreasing potential to a negative value). This explanation is consistent with the above discussion that 










Figure 47. The rate determining step (RDS) of NH-CP assisted ORR catalysis at biased potentials. –
pPy = conventional catalysis in the absence of NH-CPs; +pPy = dual catalysis in the presence of pPy 
as one of the NH-CP. (a) Energy diagrams along the ORR mechanism. The energies of the intermediate 
and final states relative to the first state were calculated by DFT. The final state was biased relative to 
the first state by U = 0 so that the energy gap between the first and final states was 5.04 eV = | (U – Ueq) 
x 4e | = | (0 V – 1.26 V) x 4e |. The value of Ueq was estimated at 1.26 V by DFT, which is a measure of 
the standard reduction potential of the ORR versus normal hydrogen electrode (practically known as 
1.23 V versus NHE). (b) The number of electrons transferred (n) in the overall ORR process on the four 








Figure 48. The overpotential () dependency of the number of electron transferred (n). (a) 
Conventional ORR catalysis in the absence of OA. (b) NH-CP-assisted ORR catalysis in the presence 





4.3.5. Additional catalyst-described volcano plots for the dual catalysis 
Volcano plots were used to show the dependency of the ORR activity on a catalyst descriptor.6 The 
binding energy of monoatomic oxygen (*O resulting from the dissociative adsorption of diatomic 
oxygen) or hydroxide (*OH generated by the protonation of *O) to the active site of the catalysts (ΔEO 
or ΔEOH)6, 131 as well as the d band center of the catalysts132 have been used as the catalyst descriptor. 
In the presence of NH-CPs, the additional catalyst descriptor, in addition to the main catalyst descriptor, 
is required for the dual catalysis. The electron donation number of the NH-CPs to oxygen, δ in O2 to 
O2
δ-, could be used as the NH-CP descriptor. The ORR activity measure was plotted versus δ in the 
additional catalyst version of the volcano plot (Figure 35). The onset potential (Eonset) or the half-wave 
overpotentials (η1/2) were used as the ORR performance measure. 
Both the NH-CP dependency and the catalyst dependency of the ORR electrocatalytic activities were 
found in the volcano plot (the left part of Figure 35). The ORR activity was improved for all cobalt-
based catalysts tested in this work (CoO, LiCoO2 and Co3O4), as the NH-CPs donated more electrons 
to the diatomic oxygen (pPy > pAni > pInd for δ in the NH-CP dependency by horizontal comparison 
in the volcano plot of Figure 35). The NH-CPs having δ < 0.2 did not affect the catalytic activity of the 
catalysts (NH-CP-ineffective region). At a fixed NH-CP (catalyst dependency by vertical comparison 
in the volcano plot of Figure 35), the η1/2 representing the ORR activity at higher overpotentials 
(relatively higher than the onset potential) was determined by the ORR activity of the catalysts in the 
absence of the NH-CPs. For example, Co3O4 was inferior to CoO and LiCoO2 in terms of η1/2 when the 
same NH-CP was present (even absent) with the catalysts. However, the catalytic activity of the poorest 
catalyst Co3O4 in the presence of pPy exceeded that of CoO in the absence of NH-CPs. 
Interestingly, the onset potential (Eonset) representing the ORR electrochemical activity at small 
overpotentials (relatively smaller than the half-wave potential) was determined with the NH-CP s and 
was independent of the catalyst (Figure 49): Eonset = -0.404±0.008 V (pPy), -0.449±0.007 V (pAni) and 
-0.487±0.015 V (pInd). The difference in the Eonset of the catalysts with a fixed NH-CP is significantly 
smaller than that of η1/2, especially for the high-δ NH-CPs (pPy and pAni): the standard deviation of 
Eonset versus η1/2 = 0.007 V versus 0.015 V for pPy and 0.006 V versus 0.011 V for pAni. From the NH-
CP dependency and the catalyst independency of Eonset, therefore, we can easily expect that an NH-CP 
cannot improve the catalytic activity of a catalyst whose Eonset is more positive than the values obtained 
from other catalysts in the presence of the NH-CP.  
The additional catalyst-described volcano plot (Figure 35) was unfinished in that we have not yet found 
the high-δ NH-CPs (higher than pPy), which would be placed on the right lower section of the plot 
(dashed lines in Figure 35). As discussed above, a δ too high is expected to decrease the catalytic 
activity because the strong binding of oxygen to the NH-CP will discourage the transfer of the adsorbed 
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Figure 49. The onset potential (Eonset) in the linear sweep voltammograms for investigating the 
ORR polarization. The Eonset was read from the point of intersection between the abscissa at zero 
current and the line tangent to the polarization curve at high overpotential region. (a) CoO, (b) Co3O4 







Commercially available cobalt-containing materials, including CoO, Co3O4 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 
LiCoO2 (Umicore), were used as the ORR catalysts. Carbon black (C; Akzo Nobel Ketjen black 600JD) 
was used as the conducting agent included in the catalyst layer. NH-CP was introduced to the catalyst 
layers in the form of NH-CP loaded carbon black (NH-CP/C). pPy/C and pAni/C (20 wt. % NH-CP) 
were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (530573 and 530565, respectively). pInd/C (20 wt. % NH-
CP) was prepared by electropolymerizing the corresponding monomer (150 mg indole in 100 ml of 0.1 
M NaCl (aq)) on carbon black. Three electrode configurations were used for the electropolymerization: 
the rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE; 0.1256 cm2) as the working electrode, platinum wire as the 
counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. The catalyst layer, including carbon black 
(described in the catalyst layer section), was loaded onto the disk electrode of the RRDE. Current at 1 
mA cm-2 was applied in the nitrogen-purged monomer-containing electrolyte for 20 seconds (Figure 
50). The doping level of pInd was determined by the charge consumption for polymerization and the 
charge of doping or dedoping of the polymer in a cyclic voltammogram (Figure 51): A chloride ion was 
doped every 5 monomeric units of pInd. 
 
 
Figure 50. Cyclic voltammogram of polyindole redox reaction on catalyst-loaded electrode in oxygen 






Figure 51 Chronoamperometry for electro-polymerization of indole on carbon electrode at 1 mA/cm2 
of constant current density. 
 
Catalyst layers.  
First, 16 mg catalyst and 4 mg carbon black (NH-CP-free or NH-CP-containing) were dispersed in 0.9 
ml of a mixture of ethanol and 2-propanol at 1:1 in volume. Carbon black (C) or NH-CP-coated carbon 
black (NH-CP/C) was used as the conducting agent. Then, 0.1 ml of 5 wt. % Nafion solution (Sigma-
Aldrich 274704) was added to the mixture. Five microliters of the catalyst ink were dropped onto the 
glassy carbon disk electrode of the rotating ring-disk electrodes. The loading density of the total 
composite was fixed at 0.8 mg cm-2. 
 
Electrochemical characterization.  
Cyclic voltammograms and linear sweep voltammograms (CVs and LSVs) were obtained on rotating 
ring disk electrodes (RRDEs) by a bipotentiostat (Iviumstat, Ivium Technologies). The ring-disk 
electrode of the glassy carbon disk and platinum ring was used as the working electrode (disk area = 
0.1256 cm2). A graphite rod and a Hg/HgO electrode were used as the counter electrode and reference 
electrode, respectively. A 0.1 M KOH aqueous solution was used as the electrolyte. The working 
electrode was rotated at 1600 rpm by the RRDE rotator (ALS RRDE-3A). ORR polarization curves 
were obtained from a cathodic sweep from +0.1 V to -0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO) at 10 mV s-1 after five cycles. 
Oxygen was purged through the electrolytes for 30 min before the potential sweep and continuously 
bubbled during experiments. Nitrogen was used to purge to obtain the background current; +0.4 V 
versus Hg/HgO was applied to the ring electrode for peroxide detection. The measured potential (V 
versus Hg/HgO) was adjusted to the value versus reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by RHE = 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCALAB 250XI, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to measure 
the oxidation state of cobalt. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Alpha, Bruker) was used to prove 
the proton transfer from the polypyrrole to the adsorbates. 
 
The number of electrons transferred from NH-CP to diatomic oxygen (δ).  
The values of δ were calculated using the Dmol3 program for DFT calculation.133, 134 The generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was used for the 
exchange-correlation energy.66 The spin-polarized calculations were performed with the basis set of 
DNP 4.4. All electron relativistic core treatments were also employed with a smearing value of 0.005 
Ha. The semi-empirical Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) scheme135 was included for the dispersion 
correction. The Monkhorst-Pack grid was applied as the  point for all model systems.70 The 
convergence criteria for the geometry optimization were set to 1.0 × 10-5 Ha for energy, 0.002 Ha/Å for 
force and 0.005 Å for displacement. The amount of charge transfer (δ) of the NH-CPs was obtained by 
a Mulliken population analysis.136 
 
Mechanism.  
The Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) was employed to carry out the spin-polarized density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations.112, 113 The electronic exchange correlation potential was treated 
by a generalized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (GGA-PBE). The 
electron-ion interaction was described by the projector augmented-wave (PAW)114 method. The energy 
cutoff for the plane-wave basis set was set to 550 eV. The Hubbard U (i.e., Ueff = 5.0 eV) correction137, 
138 was employed for the Co 3d electrons. The van der Waals interactions were corrected with Grimme’s 
D2 method115. The self-consistent field (SCF) calculations were performed with the convergence 
criterion of 1 × 10-6 eV. The atomic positions and lattice parameters were fully relaxed until the 
Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on the ions were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The Brillouin zone was 
integrated using 3 × 3 × 3 k-point meshes and the  point with the Monkhorst-Pack scheme for bulk 
and surface systems, respectively. To investigate the atomic charges, the Bader charge analysis116-118 
was implemented. 
 
Model systems.  
The antiferromagnetic arrangement of the moments in CoO was used to calculate the mechanism of the 
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ORR.139 The formal spin (s = +3 / -3) was initially applied to the CoO bulk/surface state before the 
structure relaxation. The optimized lattice parameters of the bulk CoO were determined as a = b = c = 
8.563 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 90° (Figure 52a). Using the optimized unit cell, a symmetric slab model 
of the (001) surface consisting of 4 atomic layers was constructed with a vacuum slab of 20 Å (Figure 
52b). Note that one atomic layer at the bottom was constrained during the optimization to consider the 
bulk-like effect. To verify the pPy-assisted mechanism of ORR on the CoO surface and the role of pPy 
on the adsorption of O2, a model system consisting of pPy/pPy-H and CoO was constructed (Figure 
53). Then, the intermediates of the ORR (i.e., *O2, *OOH, *O, and *OH) were adsorbed onto the 5-




Figure 52. (a) Unit cell structure and (b) (001) surface of CoO. The labels of atomic colors are presented 
in the figure. The applied formal spins are numbered on cobalt atoms. Lattice and periodic boundary 















Figure 53. Model systems for (a) CoO+O2+pPy and (b) CoO+O2+ pPy-H . The labels of atomic colors 
are represented in the figure.  
 
 
Derivation of apparent transfer coefficient (α).  
The NH-CP-assisted ORR associative mechanism follows: 
(1) O2 + H+/e- + * → OOH* 
(2) OOH* + H+/e- → O* + H2O 
(3) O* + NH-CP → OH* + N+-CP 
(4) OH* + H+/e- → H2O + * 
(5) N+-CP + H+/e- → NH-CP 

















Each coverage of OH, O and OOH are: 
𝜃𝑂𝑂𝐻 = 𝐾1𝑃𝑂2[𝐻
+]𝜃∗ , 𝜃𝑂 = 𝐾1𝐾2𝑃𝑂2[𝐻





Set sum of all coverages is 𝜃∗ + 𝜃𝑂𝐻 + 𝜃𝑂 + 𝜃𝑂𝑂𝐻 = 1,  
then the coverage of free site as below:  




















If RDS is step 3, ORR current is described by: 
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+]2 + ln 𝜃∗] 












































] = 2+ 𝜃𝑂𝐻 − 2𝜃𝑂 − 𝜃𝑂𝑂𝐻 
 
Energy calculation.  
The binding energy (Ebind) of O2 or O2- to a catalyst surface (e.g., CoO) was calculated by: 
∆𝐸bind(O2 − catalyst) = 𝐸(O2+catalyst) − 𝐸catalyst − 𝐸O2 
∆𝐸bind(O2
𝛿− − catalyst) = 𝐸(O2+catalyst+pPy) − 𝐸catalyst+pPy − 𝐸O2 
where Esystem = the total energy of the system indicated by the subscript. The energies of the first, 
intermediate and final species participating in ORR were calculated based on the following mechanism: 
* + O2 → *O2 
*O2 + H+ + e− → *OOH 
*OOH + H+ + e− → *O + H2O 
*O + H+ + e− → *OH 
*OH + H+ + e− → * + H2O 
where * = the reaction site of the catalyst (i.e., Co of the (001) surface of CoO). The proton transfer 
energy (Eproton-transfer) from pPy to adsorbate was calculated by:  
𝐸proton−transfer = 𝐸∗AH@(pPy−H) − 𝐸∗A@(pPy) (A = O2, OOH, O, OH) 
where *A@pPy and *AH@pPy-H are the certain oxygen species (A) with pPy and protonated oxygen 
species (AH) with deprotonated pPy (pPy-H), respectively. Note that when H2O is a resulting product 
for the proton transfer reaction, we add the total energy of H2O on above equation (i.e., when A is OOH 
or OH). The result is shown in Figure 41c, and on the basis of this result, we predict that the proton 
transfer occurs at *O@(pPy).  
To determine the step of ORR, at which the regeneration (or proton transfer) of deprotonated pPy 
achieves the highest ORR efficiency, we calculated all cases of the regeneration of deprotonated pPy 
with each intermediate state of ORR (i.e., *, *O2, *OOH, *O, *OH). The regeneration of deprotonated 
pPy was predicted to occur at * with deprotonated pPy (i.e., *@(pPy-H)), right after the formation of 
two H2O molecules through the ORR. With this result, we designed the following reaction path with 
the consideration of the proton transfer, 
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*@(pPy) + O2 → *O2@(pPy) 
*O2@(pPy) + H+ + e− → *OOH@(pPy) 
*OOH@(pPy) + H+ + e− → *O@(pPy) + H2O 
*O@(pPy) → *OH@(pPy-H) 
*OH@(pPy-H) + H+ + e− → *@(pPy-H) + H2O 
*@(pPy-H) + H+ + e− → *@(pPy) 
 
Note that the equilibrium potential (Ueq) for DFT calculation was calculated with following equation,  
Ueq =









In this work, dual catalysis was used as a strategy to improve the ORR activity of electrocatalysts. A 
series of secondary-amine-conjugated polymers (HN-CPs) was used as the third party material to 
polarize the reactant of the ORR to be O2δ-. The activated diatomic oxygen species (O2δ-) was transferred 
to the active site of cobalt-based electrocatalysts (CoO, LiCoO2 and Co3O4 in this work). While the 
ORR proceeded along the mechanistic pathway following *OO → *OOH → *O → *OH → *OO (the 
surface intermediates on catalyst), the proton of the HN-CP was transformed to a single oxygen surface 
species (*O). The kinetic gains were obtained in the surface single oxygen formation step (*OOH to 
*O) at the equilibrium potential and the proton transfer step (*O to *OH) at a biased potential by dual 
catalysis when compared with conventional electrocatalysis in the absence of an NH-CP (RDS = the 
surface peroxide formation step of *OO to *OOH). 
The number of electrons transferred from the NH-CP to the oxygen molecule (δ in O2δ-) was the 
descriptor used to characterize the NH-CP and determined the ORR activity improvement. Higher-δ 
NH-CPs showed better ORR activity: pPy > pAni > pInd. This monotonically proportional δ-
dependency of the catalytic activity was believed to be on the uphill side (left part) of the additional 
catalyst-described version of the volcano plot (the ORR activity measure versus the NH-CP descriptor, 
δ). The positively proportional δ dependency would be correct only when the activated oxygen species 
was more beneficial to binding to the active site of the catalyst than the neutral oxygen molecule. On 
the other hand, the downhill δ dependency of the catalytic activity was expected on the right wing of 
the volcano in the high-δ region because binding of an oxygen molecule to NH-CP that is too strong 
discourages the activated oxygen species from being transferred to the active site of the electrocatalyst. 
To complete the whole shape of the volcano, we look for an NH-CP having a value of δ higher than that 
of pPy. We believe that the dual electrocatalysis achieved by simply mixing catalyst particles with the 
NH-CPs is the most efficient and easiest way to improve the electrocatalytic activities of cost-efficient 
catalysts to the level of precious metal electrocatalysts. We have already confirmed that our strategy of 
dual electrocatalysis worked for oxygen reduction by catalysts based on other transition metals, such as 
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